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Alleged Bigamist Captured
Harry L. Moulton. who was
here several weeks ago
and lodged in the county jail
charged with fonery and biga-- !
my and who made bis escape last
week by sawing the bars of the
jail, was capture at Lawton,
Oklahoma, Monday. The news
of Moulton's escape was kept
rather quiet at the time as it
was honed that he would be
easier loeatod by this means.
A hack saw was used to saw the
bars as a couple of blades were
found by the officers and it is
thought that these were smug
gled into the jail by confederates
who also usiisted in his escape.
That an auto was used to convey him out of town after he
gained his freedom, is the belief
The bars were supposed to
have been made of tool proof steel
but as this revives the subject
of the "steel" contract about
which the News had much to
say at the time it was furnished,
we presume the subject is still
fresh in the minds of our read
era and further comment is unnecessary.
Sheriff Moj
and Deputy
Thomas left Wednesday
Oklahoma in an auto to bring
back the prisoner.
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Elida Man Wins Auto
The Elks gave away an
land Auto Monday night at their
The lucky
new auditorium.
winner was W. B. McCorabs, of
Elida, who holds No. 10771
The Elks sold fountain pons for
$1.00 each and gave ten chances
free on the ear with each pur- chase. The drawing was to have
taken place Saturday on the last
night of the Carnival but difficulty in getting early returns
from all the salesmen and in
checking up tbt list to avoid the
possibility of any error, delayed
the drawing until Monday night.
The duplicate tickets containing
the numbers were all placed in a
tub by five disinterested parties
who were not members of the
order and were then given a
thorough mixing under
supervision of sheriff Moye and
Mayor Ramey. A little girl was
blindfolded and with back turned
to the tub, drew a number. The
number was announced by Mr.
Ramey.
Probably no drawing
ever neia tn uiovis attracted
as much attention as did this one
and its success is highly gratify
ing to the members of the order.
It is estimated that about 1,500
peas were sold.
Over-treate- d
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Trio Arrested for Robbery
A trio from Texico who refus
Lena Singer Married
ed
to devulge their names were
Miss Lena Singer, daughter of
Monday

J. H. Singer of Clovis, and C. L.
Baker, of Amarillo. were marked Saturday morning at the
Court House by Judge Morgan
and left on the afternoon train
for Amarillo, where they will
reside. Mrs. Baker, who had
grown to womanhood in Clovis,
was considered by many as
Clovis' prettiest girl. She has a
winning manner and lovable disposition that endeared her to all
her acquaintances. Her marriage was a distinct surprise to
her many friends here as she
hat. known Mr. Baker but a
short time previous to their
narrioge.. He is a young man
of about twenty one years and
is emplayed as brakeman for the
Santa Fe. Mrs. Baker was the
winner of the piano given in the
News popular girls contest last
summer.

Best Man in Clovis
The best man we have in Clovis for the general good f the
town is the one who you will always sw on the front seat in the
progressive band wagon. He is
the But one to extend an open
an. warm hmid to greet ihu
su anger Hud weli'urie him to
tin best town i;i the state.
resent un insult to our town
a.s quickly as lie would a slur at
He
a lTuniiicr of his family.
very politely invites the chronic
I
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w
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"mow on."

on com
arrested here
plaint o f Texico authorities
charged with the theft of a
pistol, belonging to C. P. Dycus.
It is aliened that they attempted
to dispose of the gun in Clovis
after breaking jail ' at Farwell.
Three times they were locked in
the Farwell jail and each time,
they in some mysterious manner, managed to effect their
escape. The first time they got
out they appeared before the
officers complaining that the jail
was cold and asked to be taken
to a hotel, Not being accorded
this accomodation they came to
Clovis where they were apprehended and returned to Texico
in custody of officer R. N.
Willinms. The men charge that
they were victims of the officers
because they were strangers in
Texico and that they had
no offense.
com-mite-
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A New Firm
James and Lay ton is the name
of the new real estate firm
brought, about by a change this
week when a deal was consuin- iited whereby Mr. Shaw Van retires from the firm on the first
nf the month and Mr. Lay ton
nssocia.td with Mr.
becomes
James. Mr. Shaw Van ey poets
to soon mov? to his half section
farm northwest of tOA'n.

T. L. Spears Very Sick
T. L. Spears one of .he pioneer
residents of the city is dangerously low at his residence on north
Wallace street, where doctors
and nurees arc attending him alHis condition,
most constantly.
due to heart trouble has been serious for the past few days and but
slight hope has been entertained
for his recovery, although at
this writing he is some better.
His son, Mark Spears, is here
from California and other relDiptheria Claims Victim
atives have been summoned. A
Myrtle, the four year, old trained nurse arrived Tuesday

ciiuker

i

Ho is

ever ready to give his just, proportion to every public enterprise. He talk3 up our town at
home and abroad and believes it
to be the best place upon God's
green earth in which to live and
desires to be buried here when
he dies. Let us all try and be
like him for one year and Clevis
will take on new life and improve as never before in its' history.

daughter of Mr. an? lira, & A night
Roberts, who reside near Claud,
Dr. H. R. Mulling, ,wbo wu
died Saturday as result of an
attack of diptheria 'adWti formerly located at St Vrain,
buried Sunday i the Cbvia but who Uf Cow located at Hare
cr, wu in the dty Tuesday.
emiUry.

TWO CHILDREN BURNED
TO DEATH IN BIG BLAZE
Thanksgiving in Clovis did not
pas without its tragedies. The
two children of H. S. Burnbam,
a boy aged 20 months snd a girl
about three and a half years of
age were burned to death Thursday evening about aix o'clock in
a fire which practically destroyed
the Brown Rooming house on
West Grand Avenue. The fire
originated in the west side com-

partment in a northeast room in
which the Burnham family re
sided. Although the stories told
of the affuir are conflicting, it
appears from what the News is
able to learn, that Mrs. Burnham
locked her two children in the
room and went to the bakery a
short distance away. When she
returned a few minutes later
she found the room in flames.
In a hasty search for her children which she was unable to
find in the room, she was severe
ly burned about the face and
head. The children had gone
into an adjoining room through
a awinging door and had hidden
behind a trunk, where their
bodies weiafound by the firemen after the blaze ' was extinguished. The mother was hys
terical and was unable to tell
those who first came to her aschildren
sistance where
might be found. Others imaginr
ed that they had seen the children taken from the building
and spread the report that they
had been saved.
The building, which was a two
story structure was ocoupied as
a rooming house aid the Burn- hams had resided there about a

the
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month, coming here from TexiMr. Burnham is a horse
dealer and was then somewhere in the neighborhood of
Hellene o r Grady. He was
located this morning.
A family resioing across the
hallway that had five children
made their escape but they never
thought to save the imprisoned
Burnham children, although they
had time to save much of their
belongings.
The property known as the
Brown hotel is a double two
story building separated by a
one story building. Ic is owned
by Mrs. E. E. Graves, of Belton
and was insured for
$1200.00. The upper floors were
occupied as rooming houses and
the lower part by V. J. Hively,
plumber, J. A. McEarlin storage
warehouse and Hunters second
Mr. MeKarlin i
hand store.
the heaviest loser with damaged
apples, potatoes and sacked
Practically everything
bran.
whs removed from Hunters
store and from the High and
Woods blacksmith shop adjoining
The Santa Fe fire department
assisted the city department in
saving the lower portions of the
buildings.
How the fire started is a mys
tery, Mrs. Burnham left a hot
fir in the stove with a window
or door open on the alley side of
the buiioing and it is supposed
that the fire blew out of the
stove and ignited some paper.
The fire had gained considerabe
headway before the department
was called.
co.

s,

A Park

Judge Mann dead

One of the best evidences of a
rising,
town is a well
kept park. Even if, of neces
sity, it must be small it serves
its purpose by showing Strang
ers that the citizens of the town
yet take pride in its appearance.
This park must be
else it is worse than none at all.
Every town which has a small
park recognizes a good thing
when they see it and every town
which does not possess a park
has still a good thing coming.
Isn t it about time that some
steps were being taken to have
a small city park in Clovis. With
the present low price of property, we would consider it an
opportune time for the city to
purchase, say a block, and begin
to improve it. Even now it
would take from 5 to 10 years
for trees or shrubbery and plants
to n.ake a sufficient growth.
The city owns the water works
system and it would be inexpensive to irrigate and attend to a
small tract, set aside for park
purposes. There is absolutely
no place of the kind to goto
here; no picnic grounds, no play
grounds and no outdoor attractions. Sunday, with the exception of cnurcb hours, is spent at
home or in a street promenade
and many a young man who has
no home can be seen on the corner looking wishfully for some
attractive place to go.
It strikes us that its about
time that something is being
done toward procuring a perina
nent city park for Clovis.

The news of the death of
Jugde Edward A. Mann, who
was killed in an auto accident
near Gallup Friday evening,
came as a shock to his many
friends throughout the state,
A car in which he and friends
were riding near the Gallup coal
mines, turned turtle and his
neck was broken. Death was
Others in the
instantaneous.
car were seriously though not
fatally injured.
Few men enjoyed a wider acquaintance than did Judge Mann
and few were more admired.
With always a pleasant smile
and a kindly word, he made
He was
friends everywhere,
considered among the very best
in the legal profession and was
judge of the sixth district for five years. He was republican
floor leader of the last House of
Representatives where he served
his constituency faithfully.
Funeral services and burial
took place a t his homo i n
Albuquerque.

e
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Its Some Candy
Santa Clans is evidently pre'
puring to furnish his boys and
girls with plenty of candy this
Christmas according to the statement of Frank Gregg, traveling
s
salesman for the
Company who was in the city
calling on the trade Tuesday
Mr. Gregg says that in a week's
tnvel in the south plains country
and eastern New Mexico during
which time he visited sixteen
towns, he sold 24000 pounds or
twelve tons of candy. He fur
ther says that business is good
for the salesmen all over this
section of tho country and that
Clovis is the best town of them
all. All the traveling salesmen
talk of Clovis as one of their
best towns and that they visit
this city much more than they
did a short time ago.
Loose-Wile-

More Stock From
New Mexico
A moat interesting and help
Nov. 17. 1915. J E. Sanders,
ful meeting of the Bible school
among
teachers and workers of the of Cloyis, N. M., who was
who
Christian church was held in the a number of other ranchmen
brought in a trainload of cattle
church last Sunday afternoon.
from
that section today, reported
Mrs. Mollie Poe Wright wasl
more shipments will
several
that
elected president of the "WorkThese shipments will
Moving Forward

ers Conference" for one year.
Also the following officers were
unanimously elected: Vice presi
dent, Mrs. J. H. Shepard; Secretary, Miss Laura Birdwell; Treasurer, S. W. Criswell.
An interesting discussion of
themes and matters of vital interest to the Bible school followed the elet ion of officers. Among
other things looking to the bet
terment of the Bible school and
ciiurch work generally decided
upon by the conference, were
the "continuous service" and a
monthly meeting of the Bible
school workers.
Hereafter there will be no intermission between the Bible
school serivce and the preaching service. Also on the third
Sunday afternoon in each month
the workers will meet. Sonii-onappointed at the previous
meeting will lead in the discussion of some subject vital to the
welfare of the school. J. H.
Shepard was appointed leader
for the December meeting. He
will discuss, attendance-how- ,
secured-hoheld. This will be
followed by a general discussion
of the subject
Secretary.

follow.
not be made on account of any

feed shortage, however.
"The range grass is good this
"It
fall." Mr. Sanders said.
grew up strong, and cured well.
We seem to have many cattle on
h;ind, and they are all in the
best of condition. But the pres
First Methodist Church
ent number win oe reuuie'i oy
further shipments whicli will be
Nemoer 28th
Drovers
made in the clean-up- .'
Sunday
is our first quarThis
Telegram.
terly Conference occasion. Our
presiili 'g elder will be with us
Circle Will Entertaiii
preach both morning and
and
The W. O. W. and Circle will
The first quarterly
evening.
meet in joint session at 1
will be held Sunday
Conference
Hall on Friday night for
3 o'clock. Brother
at
afternoon
the purpose of completing ar- Allison is one of our strongest
rangements for tiit? reception
preachers and the people of
and banquet to be tendered in Clovis are cordially invited to
honor of Mrs. Emma B. Manhear him.
chester on the 27th. Mrs. ManJ. H. Messer, Pastor.
chester will be accompanied by
district F. N. Scott entertained with
Mrs. Isabella Powell,
manager, of Texas, and Mrs. music and refreshments at his
Julia A. Sharp, state manager, tailoring and clothing establishof New Mexico.
ment on South Main Street
Tuesday night. He issued some
Miss Brooks Winner
neat invitations and many reMiss Fay Brooks is the proud sponded.
winner of the handsome diamond
ring given by the Clovis Elks to George Keenan, who owns the
the young lady selling the most old Ray ranch on the draw north
fountain peas in the Elks Auto of Claud, wu in tho eity after
Miss Brooks sold 812 supplies the first of the week.
contest
of
Kiss Daisy Rainbolt,
competitor, Miss Mr. Keenaa says that the trass
nearest
her
and
Mrs.
visiting
sister,
her
is
T. Davenport and brother, ilodle Addle Brown, sold 215. The Is good and that stock are look
ing fiat.
ptiso i well worth the effort
Foioboit here this week, e

w
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A Busy Town
The streets of Clovis are now
thronged with busy buyers and
the merchants are raising their
heads in ecstacy. The activity
on the thoroughfares beams with
Nobody is
metropolitan life.
harping about hard times. Our
town has stood the test of monetary stringency, our people aro
living well, our village is pro
greasing, we have all the advantages and resources that could
be reasonably wished for; then,
why should our people complain
of hard times? Let us lift our
voices and with one accord exult
over good luck during the next
months. Let us speak of our
resources, our business and our
general stability.
Clovis is a
good, solid, progressive, con
servative town with brilliant
prospects and we cn do much
for it by speaking of its continual, steady
advancement.
Let us do it Join hands with
the News and be a "booster."

Homeseekers

Coming

Many homeseekers,
mostly
from Oklahoma and Texas are
coming to Lurry Lounty and
they report that many more aro
coming soon, ineintlux or immigrants ha been heavier during
the past six months han at any
time in years during acorre-pond- ing period of tim '. A number of
farms have changed hands re
cently and more farmers from
the high priced land district will
arrive this fall and next spring
to take advantage of the cheap
iar.d in this seciion of the country. If the immigration continues during t!ie next few months
as it bus in the past there is going to be a surprise in store for
those who would estimate the
population of Curry County.

Petty thieves have been quite
active in this vicinity lately.
Their operations have been con
fined principally to building material which has been left out in
Contractor Collins
the open.
lost considerable drop siding tin
the Frank Burns job and lumber
from other jobs lately. Someone also borrowed some heavy
timbers from the Dr. Haney job
which they failed to return and
R, F. Holton is missing a large
tiling. If the Clovis
Juantity of called
upon to extract
shot from the rear of the anato
my of some individuals some of
these nights, they should send
in the two whistle alarm.

'
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SERBIAN

OFFICERS

THE DANUBE

ON

CONSERVE

RIVER

MOISTURE

To
I Recommend Peruna
Sjuiierers

IN SOIL

Water Move Upward Until It Reaches
Surface Unless Hindered by Seme
Kind of a Mulch.

It Is of little use to store water un
less means and methods are taken to
conserve it. Water moves upward until It reaches the surface unlets hln
tared by a surface mulch or con- turned by the plant roots. If the water Is permitted to come to the surface, it Is lost by evaporation.
The
imount wasted through evaporation
tlone amounts to more under ordinary
methods than Is consumed by the
plant The waste can be prevented
by forming a surface mulch. Capillary attraction takes place only when
the soil particles are in close prox
imity or,. In other words, when the
soil is reasonably compact. The process of forming a mulch disengages the
particles, thereby hindering evnponi'
tlon. After the mulch Is formed, If
permitted to stand for a protracted
period the soil particles naturally readjust themselves and evaporation
again takes place. Therefore, in cul
tivating crops, a mulch should be
formed quite often, even though no
rain falls. It should also be renewed
very soon after a rain, for as soon as
Croup of Serbian officers at their hut In the defense line along the Danube river, from which they have been the surface cracks, escape chimneys
'
form.
driven by the advance of the Teutonic armies of Invasion.
In semlarid regions summer fallowing Is practiced. By summer fallowing
RUSSIAN CAVALRY IN A COUNTER MOVE
we mean raising a crop only every
other year. The procedure Is to plow
the ground and harrow or dink It front
time to time, thus conserving the
moisture for one year. Hoed crops,
especially corn and potatoes, should
be harrowqd as soon as tbe seed Is
planted and subsequently harrowed
until the plant has attained a growth
of three or four Inches. The ground
should then be cultivated from time
to time until the crop Is nearly matured unless there are frequent rains.
The mulch should be kept up in corn
even when the ears aro forming by
running a one horee mulch harrow between the rows, for at that tiuw tin
crops need a great deal of moisture.

m
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WHEAT GROWN AFTER FALLOW

itiiHsiun ruvHlry troops have been much more active in the war than the cavalry of the western nations
eg alnst the German cavalry which tried to cut off
Is a body of celebrated Rubs horsemen counter-movin- g
treat of the Russian armies in the vicinity of Dvlimk.

EDITH

SENT

HE

CAVELL

TO

DEATH

Results of Experiments Conducted at
Much DeRothamsted Station
This
pends on Nitrates Remaining.

the

re-

st

sl

-

All
Of Catarrh

Not

have taken four bottles of Peruna,
and I can say that it nas ao" "
catarrh of
a great deal of good for recommend
the head and throat I
Peruna to all aufterera with catarrh.
I do not think I ever felt much bet.
ter. I am really surprised at the work
.an do. I do not think too much
(I
;
-praise oart be said for Peruna.
Our booklet telling you bow to keep
well, free to alt
modi,
Those who object to liquid
Peruna Tali
procure
now
ean
elnes
M
No.
Hlnchllffe,
Mrs. William H.
Myrtle St, Beverly. Mass- - writes: "I lets.
Salmon Thrive In Maine.
VERY MUCH IN WRONG "BATH"
Success has been met by the bureau of fisheries In establishing bump-bac- k
Guest's Mistake. It Will Be Under- salmon on the Maine coast, acstood, Was Not a Thing to Be
cording to reports from that terriWildly Advertised.
tory. The flsh were planted in FebruMany fish weighing five
Smythe's mistake, which is de ary, 1914.
a half pounds bavo beea
and
seven
to
contemporary,
scribed In an English
In Penobscot river. Me,,
or
seen
taken
say
must have been disconcerting, to
twonty were captured alive by
and
the least
bureau near Bangor and
"You'll And your bath In the out- agents of the
held In an effort to obtain ripe eggs.
'ouse."
fish 3,000 eggs were
Thus be had been directed the night From two of these 6,
and, after fertilibefore at the little Inn where be was taken September Craig- - Brook hatchtopping, and that la why he was now sation, sent to tbe
Local fishermen
in his dressing gown, pushing open the ery for Incubation. numbers, and aa
large
ate
caught
and
outhouse door.
It was dark, but
Lake hatchery
there was the tub, and It would do. employee of tbe Green
These had
He hopped In. In the middle of bis took fifteen fish last week.
dams
landlord thrust passed through tbe fisbways in
ablutions the
dropping
his bead In at tbe door. In the dim in Dennys river and were
light he failed to see tbe man in tbe down stream in a spent condition; at
the same time both live and dead flsh
tub.
were observed below the dame
thanks,'
warm,
quite
nicely
"Water
observed Smytbe, "but It's a trifle
Landlord's Way.
muddy."
John Barrymore, the actor,
"Muddy be hanged!" roared the
landlord, bursting In suddenly. "Your talking about Germany's submarine
tub's In the next place. Oit out of policy In New York.
you blltherin' idiot! Not a word of
"When Germany told us we Amerithis In the 'ouse! That's my 'ome-- cans might cross the seas In safety
provided we used sucb ships as she
In!"
brewed ale you're
offered, I nearly died laughing.'1 be
said.
Not Guilty.
I was Irresistibly reminded of the
There had been a railway collision
near a country town in Virginia, and poet who complained to his landlord;
"'Landlord, I really must Insist on
a shrewd lawyer bad hurried from
Richmond to the scene of the disaster, your repairing my doors and winHo noticed an old colored man with a dows. They close so badly that It Inbadly Injured head, and hurried up to terrupts my work. It blows my balr
him where be lay moaning on the all about my face.'
"'Humph,' said the landlord. 'The
ground.
"How about damages!" began tbe easiest way out of that difficulty is for
you to get your hair cut off.' "New
lawyer.
York Times.
But the sufferer waved him off.
"O'way, boss, g'way," he said.
never hit de train. I never done slch
Outclassed.
a thing In all man life, so help me
"Were you much Impressed by the
Gawd! Yo' can't git no damages outen maldstlc roar of Niagara?"
me.
"I was at first, but later on, when
my husband put up a roar about our
sounded like a
hotel bill. Niagara
Corroborated.
'Tell me noo, Jamie, what was the rippling brook."
most wonderful thing you saw at
Just It.
sea?"
"I see by the papers old Tompkins
"I think the strangest thing I ever
has fnlled for linlf a million."
saw was the flying fish."
"Why, I bnd no Idea he had half so
"Noo, laddie, dlnna mak' a fuln o'
yer mither. Wha ever heard o' a fish much."
"Ho didn't."
fleeln'T"
"Another strange thing I saw when
TVn't be mili-d- .
crossing the Red sea. We dropped an
Ak for Re4 Croat
.
Mukr beautiful white clotbee.
chor, and when we raised It again Bar Mini--good
Adv.
all
At
(rocrn.
there was one of the wheels of 1'ba
raoh's chariot entangled on it."
Glnss pnvlng blorlt used In an ex
" Aye, laddie, I bollnve that. We've perimental way In
a French city street
Scripture for that." London
Instod Icpa than two years.

Think

I

Ever Felt

Much
Better

13
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At the Rothamsted experiment station In England wheat has been grown
GERMAN MASCOT A PRISONER continuously and also alternating with
fallow for D8 years. The records of
the station have the following to say
regarding the work:
"It will be seen that the production of wheat after fallow Is higher than when It Is grown continuously.
17.1 biiBbels against 12.7 bushels per
acre; but If reckoned as production over the whole area, half In crop
and half fallow, the whole area grows
much less of both grain and straw
than where the crop is grown year
after year on the same land. A given
area of land would therefore be more
productive when cropped every year
than if the crop were alternated with
fallow. The superior yield of the por
tlon In crop after a. fallowing may In
some degree be attributed to the
greater freedom from weeds, but In
the main it Is due to the production
of nitrates from the humus of the soil
during the summer when it is fallow.
a process which is much stimulated
by the stirring It receives and the con
Zero.
sequent aerutlon. The success of a fal
"We don't hear much about Doctor
lowing depends upon these nitrates re- Cook since tbe time he claimed to
malnlng for the succeeding crop. They have discovered tbe North pole."
may be entirely washed to by heavy
"No; I daresay he never fully r
autumnal ruin."
covered from the terrible frost ho en
countered."
PREPARING LAND FOR WHEAT
And Lots of Them.
"I see where the Russian ciVHlry
Use of Roller, Following the Plow,
rode down the Germans in the
Not Only Pulverizes Soil, but Also
trenches where they were digging In
Compacts It.
The expression on the face of this
themselves for the winter."
German military dog show the life
"See, that was a horse on them!"
In a dry spell the roller and harro
of a prisoner In a French concentra- should follow the plow closely In
camp
tion
affects him. Sad and for- preparing land for wheat. The roller
TURN OVER TIME
lorn looking, the dog, which was cap- not only pulverixes but compacts the When Nature Hint About the Food.
tured by the French, Is seen here ground and gives that Arm, fine seed'
after be had been dressed by bis cap- bed so essential for a good stand of
When there's no relish to food and
tors In tbe garb of a German landsturm wheat.
all that one eats doesn't seem to do
soldier.
When rains are frequent and the any good then is the time to make a
r
In tbe diet, for that's Naoil contains plenty of moisture it la
VILLAGE OF POTTERY MAKERS not so essential to use the roller and ture's way of dropping a hint that the
harrow every day and finish at night food isn't the kind required.
"For a number of years I followed
Mexican Community Practically Hat all the land that has been plowed. It
may be of some advantage to lot it railroad work, much of it being ofnee
No Other Industry
Each Home
dry out a little, but In most cases It work of a trying nature. Meal times
a Workshop.
is a mistake to wait many days before were our builest; and eating too much
In Mexico a typical pottery village putting on the roller Tbe roller bringa and too quickly of food such as Is
lies on a wooded Biountnin side not tbe soil particles closely together and commonly served in hotels and res-taants, together with the sedentary
far from Cuernavaca, the capital of allows the bacteria, which are conthe State of Morelos, over the range stantly at work, to become more active habits, were not long in giving me dysthat divides the valley of .Mexico from and thus put the seedbed in better pepsia and stomach trouble which recondition for the wheat plants.
duced my weight from 205 to 160
the Pacific, slope.
pounds.
It la one of the most Interesting and
"There waa little relish in any food
most accessible from the capital and TURNING COVER CROP UNDER
and none of it seemed to do me any
well repays a visit. To enter Its one
winding streot, where never a wheel Much Depends on Soil, Weather Con- good. It seemed the more I ate the
poorer I got and was always hungry
turns except to carry a curious visitor,
ditions and Crop to Fol
before another meal, no matter how
Is like stepping backward into the past
Corn After Clover.
much I had eaten.
centuries.
"Then I commenced a trial of Grape-Nut- s
Every humble home has Its primitive
The state at which a cover crop
food, and was surprised bow a
potter's wheel and every yard Its crude should be turned under depends upon
mall saucer of it would carry me
kiln. None of tbe inhabitants do any- the soli, weather conditions and the
thing but make pottery; there Is no crop that Is to follow. Where corn Is along, atrong, and with satisfied appe
next meal, with no senother Industry of Interest A common to be planted on crimson clover land. tite, until tbe
sceno Is a man putting the finishing the clover should be turned under just sation of hunger, weakncM or dis
touches to a brasero. the small char- when the bloom begins to appear. The tress as before.
"1 have been following this diet now
coal stove used by all the peon popula- crop at this stage will contain about
the maximum amount of plant food. for several months and my improvetion of Mexico.
It rests on top of a huge jar. or olla, Besides, It will decay much more read- ment has been so great all tbe others
in my family have taken up the use
in which they carry and keep water ily than if permitted to reach full maGrape-Nut- s
with complete satisfacfrom the springs and streams. The turity. It may be necessary to turn of
women often make parillas, the earth- the clover under a little earlier. In tion and much Improvement In health.
"Most people eat hurriedly, bav
en gridirons on which tortillas are order to got the corn planted at the
lots of worry, thus hindering digestion
proper time.
baked.
and therefore need a food that Is pre- The decorated vases are a compara
digested and concentrated in nourishtively modern Invention, made by InDuck Feeding.
serting bits of broken Imported chins
Don't try to raise duckling
oa ment"
'There's a Reason."
In the unbaked clay
whole wheat, cracked corn, or comName given by Postum Co.. Battle
Many Ingenious and artistic designs mercial chick feeds. If nsed at all,
are carried out, a favorite one being these feeds should be well cooked, for, Creek, Mich.
the
Iwf readr mm
the coat of arms of Mexico, the spread ordinarily, ducks do not consume
lMrt A 1 saw
Umm
eagle resting on a cactus plant and enough grit to grind dry grain
, irw, mm railMm:
f kamaa
koldlng a serpent In Its beak.
Tlt-Iilt- s
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General von Biasing, Germany's military governor of Belgium, who
ordered the execution of Miss Edith Cavell, the English nurse, declaring,
according to report, that his "mature" judgment found her sentence to bo
aswaM-i-
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Stop That Backache!

hJA

There's nothing more ditcnunging
thun a conxtiiiit hnckn'he.
You are
lame when you swake. I'mim pierce you
when you
or lift. It'e hard to rest
and next dny it's the mme old story,
l'nin in the Imrk is nature's warning of
kidney ills. Ni'iilect may pave the way
to drory, gravel, er other serious kidney sipknf. Don't delay tiegin using
Doan's Kidney Pills the remedy that
has been curing backache, and kidney
trouble for over fifty years.

A Colorado

m

kr

Mary

Mrs.

Dus-In-

Case

n.

Ht., Tielun jFVS
Main due,
says:rl "My
Colo.,
back and kidneys
me for
troubled
years and often I
waa so
I
could hardly move.
Mornings the trouble waa worse. The
kidney s a cretlons

Urtokn

lams

turn-ove-

low-Pla- nting

v nuiiirii
i rr
...filr This photograph, taken Immediately after the capture of Vilna by the
Uermans. shows part of one of the outside trenches where tbe Russians put
up a desperate resistance.
"artiiMimin""

fiiin)

ware

scanty at

times, than aa-al-n
excessive.
Doan's
Kldnev Pills re
moved all these ailments and t have
had little kidney trouble since."
Cat Aeea's at Aaf Stare, Me a Baa

DOAN'S

CO.

FOSTCR-MILBUK-

ViVtV
a V.

BUFFALO,

The Army of
Constipation
It Crowing Smaller Every Daj
CARTER'S LITTLE
L1VIK PILLS
responsible
they
not inly give relief
thev nerma- nemlycureCtettiparwa. Mil-- '

their for

fPOTrD'cl
iUARTERS

-

dT

V

BilieanneH. SVr
a&
iaaifsttiaa, Sick Hsaaacae, SaDew Skis
SMAL'- - PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

HAVS YOU ANY?
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HE'S IN THE MOVIES
While Representative Albert John-toof Washington, and former Washington newspaper man, la not a movie
actor, you are quite likely to aee him
mixed up with a lot of auitcaiea,
trunka, canea, etc., In a oomedy role
along with the other national hero,
whose funny hat, walk, cane and mustache are now better known than the
prayer book.
neproaeniaiiTV wuiiubuu w mm m
I
California recently, stopping at Los
Angeles.
He trareled part way by
steamer, and like all ocean Toyagers
loaded himself to the limit with
shawls, blankets,
steamer trunks,
gladstone bags, suitcases, thermos
bottles, cameras, canes, field glasses
and other various and lumbersome
impedimenta.
He was carrying all
of these, and was utterly hidden from
rlew under this load of baggage and
plunder aa he walked with an effort
iliiiiinM?
to maintain his congressional dignity
down the gangplank. He might have
"got away with it" had not a drunken aallor dived from a seeming terrltlo
height, landing amldshlpa In the bulwarks of baggage being toted by Brother
Johnson.
The' congressman thereupon fell down kerthump, the baggage,
ahawls, rugs and other truck got between bla legs and over his bead and
under bis chest. Johnson emitted sundry words of explosive character and
began collecting hla Junk.
By the time he had it all together the drunken sailor was performing
other remarkable antics on the dock. Johnson immediately recognised the
lag aa that great moving picture hero whose fame seems to be based on his
ability to fall off a building and land on bis bead. And not until then did
Johnson realise that bis own fall had been ground into the 01m by the moving;
picture operator.
n

i

VOICE OF ALSACE
bearts's desire on
be says. He does not explain
what it it. Everybody knowa.
He la the Abbe Wetterle, most faFor 20 years he
mous of Alsatians.
was the voice of Alsace, crying aloud
the bope of the return to France. As
aucb the Alsatian district of Ribeau-vlll- e
solidly sent him to the German
retchstag. He was the famous deputy
at Rlbeauvllle. but be was the voice
or all. The other Alsatian deputies
loft bim the role.
Today he is "Deputy of all Alsace
to Paris,'' preparing speeches and articles on "the durable peace." In a
iulet street beside the Madeleine he
works for the future of
"1 have bad my

artb,'

L
r

lis?

A.v

Alsace-Lorrain-

Prussia and Germany knew him
He had almost aa
many enemius aa fellow members in
the re ch stag, yet he was by no means
Isolated or powerless. All knew blm,
and he was welcomed by all. Admirably well posted on the facta of German politics, and particularly of slae
issues; of witty and flowing speech, a "causeur," as the French say, whose
conversation becomes monologue because everybody listens, the abbe bad
always a circle of admiring German colleagues round him.

as an open enemy.
I

DESCENDANT

OF MOHAMMED

Farmer's Wife Asked Uncle Sam for Only $1,000
ASHINUTON.
rf
If pastime witb

mucb-needo-

aheik-ul-Isla-

pure-strai-

thirty-sevent-

n
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BORAH PREDICTS

HARD FIGHT

Senator Borah of Idaho, who has
frequently been mentioned In connection with the Republican nomination
for president In 1916, still Insists that
he la not an active candidate for that
honor.

"1 am more concerned at present
with the platform which ahall be
adopted by the Republican national
convention next year than witn candidates,' says be.
It the Republican party Is to win
in the next national electlona Senator
Horah la convinced that a "liberal
and progressive'' platform must ba
adopted. And be la intent upon having turn a platform adopted.
"Those who believe that the pendulum baa swung back to tbe old
stand pat Ideas will find themselves
much mistaken," he said.
Senator Borah believea that tbe
Republicans will have a fight on
tnelr bands to win, that President
Wilson is stronger In the country than
be was a year ago, but ha believes that the Republicans can and will win.
ha say that tbe administration already haa realised that it hat made many
toUUkes and is engaged in trying to ravsrie itself at pre tent.

JONES

Sarcastic Comment Will Be Appree
ciated by those Who Favor
Methods of Trsvel,
Old-Tim-

Down In the crimson clover tone
there were two farmers named Jones
Jones was
and Smith, respectively.
and stuck to
ways, but Smith, who waa more
modern, bought a fine new automobile. One day he was proudly exhibiting to some friends when Jones
came along.
'
"Um," remarked Jones, aa be
thoughtfully sized up the handsome
machine. "What's that thing there
on the tide'"
"That't a spare rim and a tire," answered the proud Smith. "We always carry an extra one in case one
of tbe wheels goes wrong."
"Jes as I alius said." was the disdainful response of Jones. "I've druv
hosses for nigh on 60 yeara, and 1
never bad to carry a spare leg tor one
o' them yet." Philadelphia Prets.
Incl- -

Hen cr.J I7cr.:n
Womta at will aa men are mads aalser
able by kidney and bladder trouble. Dr.
the great kldoer
Kilmer's Swamp-Hoo- t,
remedy, It highly recommended by tnow-tand- e.
Bwunp-Rostands the highest for the
reason that to many people say It baa
proved to be Just the remedy needed la
thoueanda of even tbe moat distreeslM
'"t'drurglsts la Mo. and It 0 sites. Te
may receive a sample also bottle M
Swamp-Roby Parcel Pott, aiM
pamphlet telling you about It Address
Co., Blnghamton. N.
Dr. Kilmer
enclose tea etnta, also mention, thla
nd

paper.

Handy.
box foi
"I've ttarted a ten-ceChristmas, dear!" said the better halt
"You won't forget It, will your
"Me forget it!" replied the otbei
fraction. "Why, how can you aay suck
a thing? Ot course I won't forget
i :
it."
And he didn't. The very nest day
he shook four dimes out of the box U
meet a deficiency In bla
car-far- e

Wiae Beyond Hla Years.

Teacher (of geography class)
Johnnie, bow is tbe earth divided?
Johnnie Nobody will know until
the European war la over.

d

Out of Sorts

Government

May Move to Conserve the Lobster

In the source of supply of lobsters that has
demand for this sea food, and the consequent careless
methods of fishermen bent only on easy exploitation, leaders among those
engaged In the lobster Industry In the
United States bave recently informed
the bureau of fisheries of tbe commerce LAV LOBMEfl-department that one of tbe chief hopes
of the Industry's future lies In the bureau's bands. These representatives of
tbe lobster Industry bave at the same
time begun a campaign for adequate
appropriations by congress to enable
the bureau to carry on special work toward lobster conservation
Because oysters have been so well
known as a sea food, there baa already
been placed on the statute books of the nation and tbe states legislation that
proves a great protection to the Industry, but tbere has been little legislation of this character to protect lobsters If the lobster men bave their"
way tbe two Industries will be placed on much tbe same legislative footing.
Some of tbe principal steps that need to be taken for tbe protection of
tbe lobster Industry, In tbe opinion of Its leaders, are tbe granting of greater
appropriations by congress to tbe bureau of fisheries and the provision for
state regulation of methods of capture and possession and federal regulation
of Interstate shipments.
In order that tbe Industry may be built up on a
proper basis, the lobster men say, there should be regulation of Ashing practices to bring about greater annual natural production of lobster eggs, tbe
rearing ot an Increased number of young from the eggs and protection of
adults above and below market size. Suitable places should be set aside, It
is also suggested, for breeding purposes, and the Ashing in aucb areas should
be strictly regulated.
The spokesmen for lobster protection also advocate
the licensing of all lobster Asbermen,

ALARMED st tbe decrease

L

something; is wrong; with baby, but we can't tell
is. All mothers recognize the term by the
lassitude, weakness, loss of appetite, inclination to sleep,
heavy breathing;, and lack of interest shown by baby. These
are the symptoms of sickness. It may be fever, congestion,
worms, croup, diphtheria, or scarlatina. Do not lose a minute.
Give the child Castoria. It will start the digestive organs into
operation, open the pores of the skin, carry off the foetid

THAT IS,
what it

matter, and drive away the threatened sickness.
Ctailae Casterfa always bears the atfaataro ef
HIS SILENCE

A

COMPLIMENT

Toe Many Men Are Apt to Make the
Mistake That Is Recorded of
This Husband.

Thought Umbrellas Unm'lltary.
Umbrellas and kbaki seem a most
yet one la
unlikely combination;
stance Is recorded of British soldiers
taking their umbrellas Into action, ao
cording to the London Chronicle. Os
December 10, 1813, during the battle ol
the Nive, the Grenadier guards cap
tured a redoubt outside Bayonno
While they were In possession of this
Wellington passed by and noticed that
tbe officers bad umbrellas up to pro
tect themselves from tbe heavy rain.
He sent back his
Lord Arthur Hill, to tell them thai
"tbe duke does not approve ot the uas
of umbrellas In action. The guards
officers may, If they pleace, carry um
brollas even in uniform when on duty
at St. James; but in the Held it la not
only ridiculous, but unmllltary."

The coffoe was weak, tbe bread underdone, and the fowl tough, or at
least he said so. His wife's long patience gave way.
"John Henry," said she, "I've tried
faithfully to cook to suit you for
twelve years long. No one in the town
food, yet you are
has better-cookealways finding fault. Why can't you
praise tne once in a while, I'd like to
know?"
He looked up In astonishment.
e
"Well, if you ain't the most
woman I ever saw," he ejaculated. "Why, many and many is the
I've sat down to a meal and nevGuns Will
Capital time
the
er said a word about it. Anybody
BABY LOVES HIS BATH
would know there wasn't any fault
guns to be found, or I'd 'a' found it, and With Cuticura Soap Because So Soothcountry's most modern fortifications, with
THIS
tbe entrance waters of Chesapeake bay, are to be erected at yet you want a better compliment than
ing When Hia Skin la Hot.
Cape Henry. Virginia, to protect Washington, Baltimore, and contiguous ter that! That's Just like a woman they
ritory from possible attack by a hostile can't tell a compliment when they get
These fragrant supercreamy emolone!"
fleet.
lients are a comfort to children. The
Tbe Initial appropriation for tbe
Soap to cleanse and purify, the Oints,
Anclanta Used Gss Warfare.
Cape Henry fortifications will be conment to soothe aud heal rashes,
The earliest use ot deleterious gases
sidered at tbe forthcoming session ot
cbaflngs, etc. Nothing mora efcongress
The expected allowance at in siege warfare Is recorded In the fective. May be used from the hour
y
XT-f- j
tnl" aesslon Is II. 500.000 to 12,000.000. history of the Peloponnesliin wars ot birth, with absolute confidence.
ViQkS
tfrbr.
JSr
Indications being that eventually near from 431 to 404 B. C. During this
Sample each free by mail with Book.
ly 8'000'000 wl" 06
Dent at CaPt struggle between the Athenians and Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT,
n
Henry, experts or tne war aepanmeni Spartans and their respective allies Boston. Sold everywhere.
Adr.
gaai are now at ork on plans for tbe for-- t the cities of Platea and Delium were
Bugs.
tlUcatlQns, these plans consisting of a besieged.
"Isn't this awful!" exclaimed Mr.
revision of schemes suggested several
Wood saturated with pitch and sulyears ago. and tbe ultimate limit of cost will depend upon nature of the phur
set on fire and burned under Gnbb as she looked up from her newsrevision.
the walla of these cities In order to paper.
"Isn't what awful?" demanded Mr.
The government already has acquired title to the necessary land at Cape generate choking and poisonous fumes
Henry at a cost of 1181.000.
which would stupefy the defenders Gabb.
"Why here's a woman who comTbe fortifying of Cape Henry, which carries with It protection against and render the task of the attacking
plains that the Insane asylum la Qlle4
tbe invasion ot Washington in the event of war, has been under considera- forces less difficult.
Taft board of army experts
with bugs," replied Mrs. Gabb.
tion for a number of years In 1908 the
"Well," growled Mr. Gabb, "what's
recommended an outlay of 16.102.871 for tbe fortifications.
Passing the Buck.
Two years ago the subcommittee on fortifications of the bouse appropria"Our head bookkeeper can add up the blame place for, anyway?"
tions committee authorized tbe purchase ot the fortification! aite at Cape four columns ot figures at once."
Money Saved.
Henry. Thla appropriation was fathered by Congressman Swager Sberley
"Doesn't he ever make mistakes?"
"Ever make any money In tbe stock
of Kentucky, chairman of tbe subcommittee.
"Oh, sure, but he's got an assistant
market?"
to blame them on."
"No, but I've saved a lot by not playing
Slap.
Another
House
No Longer Use Lincoln's
Sarcastlcus (to friend who is exNot Cray llalre hut Tired Byea
hibiting bis new 4d car) Cute little
then wt are. Keep year
thing! I suppose you wash It In tbe make us look older
Eyes young tad you will look young. After
of tbe most Interesting buildings In tbe Soldiers' Home grounds In aink.
the Movlus always Murine lour Kyee
ONE
Is the picturesque cottage adjoining the main building that
Dos't tell your sir.
mentioned
as
suitable
for
bouse,
often
is known to visitors aa tbe Anderson
What's In a Name?
An Extremist
a summer White House. In former
"The boundary between Hungary
years It served as a summer White
"I aee that a man aged one hunand Serbia Is the Save river."
House and Prealdente Lincoln, Buchandred and two has Just died In the
"Well, Is It going to do It?"
an. Arthur and Hayea passed the beat
ed daya ot their terms at the quiet re
Its Sort.
"He lived long and died short, eh?"
treat
"Military courtship must be trying."
coun
of
custom
the
In fact, the
Lueky.
"Naturally.
It Is a sort of court
try's rulers to bave a apeclal borne lor
"Have any luck ou your duck shootmartial."
or
mtmmm mm i.
tbe summer months at a mountain
ing trip?"
'seaside resort Is a comparatively new
"Yes. Didn't catch cold this time."
The amateur actor always believes
one. At the time whan tne Anderson
that the world Is full of possibilities.
Many a man has been hopelessly
bouse wss used for this purpose tbe
riniia methods of aneviaiini me neat
A woman'a greatest need in life Is Injured by the accidental discharge ot
of tbe capital's sesson were not aa perfect as they are now. Tbe manageduty.
love.
ment of the Soldiers borne, which is an institution of tbe rerular army,
thought It fitting tor the president, by reason of bis office as ci .manner in
cblef of the army, to accept tbe hospitality ot tbls delightful place, aud it was
In many instances accepted and appreciated.
A New Remedy for Kidney, Bladder and all Uric Acid Trouble
miner um
Tbe building IS particularly associated wnn uincuin. tor n
nrotectlna shade that be spent tbe trying days of bis administration and
Dr. Eberle and Dr. Braithwalte at during many yeara of experimentation
worked witn endless patience for tbe preservation of the Union. In the well aa Dr. Simon all distinguished haa discovered a new remedy which
proclamation
prepared
famous
bis
gray
gsbie be
corner room with tbe big
times more powerful
Authors agree that whatever may be is thirty-seveol emancipation.
tbe disease, the urine seldom falls in than llthla In removing uric acid from
furnishing us with a clue to the princi- the system. If you are suffering from
Deposed Portugal Queen a Nurse.
assigned to her tbe same as other
ples upon which It Is to be treated, backache or tbe paina of rheumatism,
and accurate knowledge concerning go to your best druggist and ask for
A cable from London states that It nurses.
tba nature of disease can thus be ob- a 60 cent box of "Anurtc" put up by
has Just been learned that Queen
tained. If backache, scalding urine or Doctor Pierce, or send 10c for a large
Hair Singed by Light. ling.
Amelie, deposed queen of Portugal,
frequent urination bother or distress trial pek'g. Dr. Plerce'a Favorite
escape was experiA remarkable
haa been working Incognito aa a comfor weak women and Dr.
you, or If uric acid in the blood has
mon nurse at tbe Third London Gen enced recently by a young man In
caused rheumatism, gout or sciatica Plerce'a Golden Medical Discovery
eral hospital. She had not been rec- Stirlingshire, Scotland. He chanced
or you suspect kidney or bladder for the blood bave been favorably
ognized by tbe patients aiid kept her to be out on
moor In tbe Klllearn
trouble Just writ Dr. Pierce at tbe known for the past forty years and
They are atandard reined leo
Identity secret for several weeks, district during a thunderstorm.
Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.; send mora.
He
as well aa Doctor Pierces)
only tbe sister In chsrge of the ward waa bareheaded, and during the heavy
a sample of urine and describe symptoms. Tou will receive free medical Pleasant Pellets for the liver and
knowing her Identity. She motors to rainfall his hair got soaked. While
advice after Dr. Pierce's chemist baa bowels. Tou can have a sample of any
ber work every morning from Rich- crossing the moor his hair was badly
examined the urine thla will be care- on of these remedies by writing Dr.
mond and is on duty eight hours smged by a flash of lightning, but otb
done without charge, and you Pierce, and sending 10c for trial pacb
daily, performing all tbe heavy tasks erwtse be escaped Injury.
) fully
Dr. Pierce aga.
will ba under no obligation.
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UP ONE FOR

Confiding one's needs to Uncle Sam has been a popular
many cltlxens. and the benovolent old gentleman baa bad
many requests for aid, ranging from weird to pathetic. It remained, however,
for an Oklahoma farmer's wife to put
over the last word of trust in national
benevolence.
Not long ago newspapers and
press associations spread to tbe world
word that (be treasury 'epartment
bad received a 110,0'ki contribution to
tbe "conscience" fund, the largest on
record. A few days later Secretary of
The Case.
"Matrimony seemed largely
the Treasury McAdoo received a letter
from tbe Oklahoma farmer s wife ask- dental to Henry VIII's career."
ing that she be given 1 1, 000 of this
"I should call It more
fund. She explained that with tbls
set of false teeth, and one
share the could purchase two cows, a
automobile. She confided that she needed tbe money a great deal more than
Uncle Sam does and expressed the earnest conviction that It could not be
put to better use than where It Is needed on tbe farm. Therefore aba asked
that tbe thousand be sent by return mall.

5

A descendant of Mohammed and
prince of Islam, Sayid M. Wajib
of the Philippines in which capacity aa Mohammedan high priest In the United States
for our far eastern possessions he Is
promoting good will of all Moslems
toward the government of the United
States has been visiting In Washington.
Sayid Effendl, the princely title
given to him by right and courtesy, la
on his way around the world back to
He cornea with a
the Philippines.
record of accomplishment during the
few months of bis chieftainship over
Moslem Philippines.
He brought to
holy war against
end the
Christiana and Christian government;
he baa Inculcated religious and racial
tolerance, teaching a new Mohammedan creed of the brotherhood of man
strange to the fierce, fanatic and rebellious Moro tribes.
A
Arab, Sayid Effendl,
la aa blond as a Teuton. He la tall, alender, with sandy hair and a thin
beard and mustache of the same color. He dresses European fashion. He
generation of Mohammed, through
is a descendant In the
Fatlma, the only daughter of the prophet
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"Swears and Roarback" for
merchandise that should be
bought of the home dealer. The
few cents that can be saved by
buying goods away from home
is injuring your community to
the extent of many dollars by
retarding progress and the increased valuation of all kinds of
property, including your own.
Stand together and together all
will prosper. Divide and prosperity will flee. You know what
the Bible say a that "a house
divided against itself cannot
stand." A progressive mer
chant in Clayton named Here
stein advertises that he keeps a
Montgomery Ward catalogue in
his store for reference and offers
to duplicate anything in his line
that they offer at the same
price
A
freight excluded.
prosperous community cannot
be 'built up by a farmers-cr
Association.
Help thoBe that help you and
let us pull together.

It has, on several instanced,
been proven that one of the most
effective methods for advertis
ing this country is for some of
our citizens to write a letter for
publication to their home paper
back east setting forth the nd
vantages of this couotry and
resources and sa
lubrious climate. In moat every
case where this h is been done,
it has resulted in hundreds of in
quiries and the bringing of many
people here to locate permanent
ly. One Miaseuri editor refused
to publish an article sent hiss by
one of the former residents of
hia town, because he feared an
exodua of all the able bodied
He
men of the community.
thought enough of the letter
however to reply stating that if
he could sell out he wae himself
eoming. The News would sug
gest to aeme of our readers to
try this plan out and observe the
results. Help us boost the new
empire of Curry County.

We were disappointed in raad-in- g
Someone has suggested to us
the daily papers this morn-ia- r
when they failed to state to secure and publish a statewhere the President and Mrs. ment of County fair receipts
and expenditures, including the
Cault dined yesterday.
cost of taking the girls' band to
While we conAlbuquerque.
The News is in receipt of the
unnecessary
and a
sider
this
Pineville (Mo.) Democrat which
prepare
to
such a
waste
of
time
solid
columns of
contains three
statereport,
will,
such
a
if
we
Nothing
sheriffs sale notices.
us, and it is
provided
ment
is
like that in New Mexico. In the
glad to
language of the immortal Harace not too extensive, be
pnblish
it.
Greeley we would say, '"Come
west young man and grow up
As the time for the next presiwith the country" -- and avoid
campaign approaches,
dential
the sheriff's sales.
President Wilson's popularity
atThe farmers have just as much increases. His strict neutral
all
warring
the
to do in building up and improv- titude toward
ing Clovis as do the citizens of nations and his wisdom in all
the town. It is to thrir interest the delicate matters that have
up before him for solution,
to have up-t- date merchants come made
him without a doubt,
has
and business houses of all kinds. one of the most popular presiHow can they expect these dents the United States has ever
conveniences if they send to had and it assures his reelection.

A thin, sickly, little man en
tered one of the stores in one of
our small towns recently and
quietly seated himself on a con
venient chair. One of the clerks
approached and asked if he
wished to purchase anything.
"Oh no," said the man. "I just
drooped in for a few minutes."
After half an hour had passed,
the manager of the store, becoming curious, approached him
and asked what could be doni
for him. "Why nothing that I
know of," said the man. "You
see l nave nervous prostration
and the doctor told me to stay
in a quiet place. Noticing that
you do not advertise I thought
this would be about the quietest
place I could find."
No reflection against any of
the Clovis merchants, by the
above is intended. Edi tor.

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.
J B. CtJRRKN, Political Editor.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter under the act of March
8, 1879.
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One Year
Biz Months

$1.00
50c

ADVERTISING BATES

Display ads 15 eta. per inch.
Special rates on advertising
son tracts.
Local readers 1st insertion 8
ts. per line.

Each subsequent insertion 5
eta. per
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have some attractive models jn feats which we are
going to close out at small cost this month. This is the
last call-th- e last chance to get in on that special hat offer
I still

Children's Fur Sets
We have some of the most attractive and most serviceable children's fur sets on market. Come in first
and take your pick. They will be good sellers during the holidays.

Coats! Coats! Coats!
have just what you want in coats. A new order was
received this week and the models are simply beautiful. You will say so yourself when you see them. In
suits too. we can suit you. In fact, all we ask of you
is to call and see our goods, whether you buy or not.
You are welcome at our store and rest room.
I

Osborne & Wright

Notice of Contest.

MORRIS
GROGERY
COMPANY
headquarters for Fruits, Vegetables and table delicacies of all
kinds for the
Is

Holiday Trade
New nuts, of all varieties, have just

arrived. They are fresh and good.
The Golden Gate Coffee which we
have donated, will be served by the
Elks at their carnival, try it.
when in need of anything in the
Grocery line, phone 25.

MORRIS
GROCERY
COMPANY

Serial No. 01 7. Gontaet No. ti740
Department of the Interior, United KUtoa
iMni OIBc. Tuoamoari. N. If.. October 7. IMS.
T. Francis M. Hyde of Blair. Ok la.. Coateatee:
Tan .re hsreby notified that William I. Hala.
a
who (Ives Tuico. N. hi., aa hie peet-offldid on September 11 lilt. 01a In tola office
hia duly corroborated application to contest and
aaear. til. cancellation of your hemeetead entry
Serial Na. 014675, made Aor. I4lh. 1111. for H. E.
4
Beet ion 19 Township I X.. Ranre 17 E.. N. ht.
P. Meridian, and aa (round! for hit eonaatt ha
aliases that the aaid rrancla at. Hyde haa aban
doned th. aaid tract of land; that ha haa not cul
tivated the aaid tract of land for period of throe
yeara: that he haa mad. but occasional viaits to
the aaid tract of land for the paat three yeara;
that einee the data of hia filing on the en Id tract
of la d hia family haa raaldad at or near Blair,
in the ataf of Oklahoma; that for the paet three
yeara the aakj Francis M. Hyde haa rnldod with
hia family at or near Blair, in th. elate of Oklahoma: that the aaid Francia M. Hyde haa utterly
failed to ahow rood faith In hi elTorte to secure
patent to the aaid tract of land.
You are therefor, further notified that the
aaid alleratione will be taken aa con reined, and
yaur aaid entry will bo canceled without further
right to be heard, either before thla office or on
appeal, if you fail to file in thia office within
twenty daya after the FOURTH publication or
tbia notice, aa ahown below, your answer, under
oath, tsoclficelly responding 1. theaa alterations
of contest, torelher with due proof that you
hav. served a copy of your answer on the said
contestant either in person or by realstsred mall.
You should stste In your answer the nam. of
the poet oft1 re to whieh you dealr. future notices
to be seat to you.
B. P. DONOHOO. Reiilster.
Felipe Benches T Baca. Receiver.
22. 1916
October
publication
first
Dal. of

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, U S land .Dee at
Ft Sumner. N. ht., Nov. 17th. 1915.
Notice, is hereby riven that William A. Ken-nedy. Clovis, N. M. who on April 14th. 1909 man.
Sec.
Orlrlnal Homestead Entry No OfilW. BE
and on April. 2nd.
17, T. 4 N. R 35 E, N, M . P-llumeateaa r.nirjr. ,u.
I9i2 mad. Additional
0101M. for NEl-- 4 8ec.!IO, Townnhlp 4 N. Kanre
S6 E. N. M. P.M. lias Hied notice of intention to
make final flvo rear proof on Orlr ional and three
yar proof on Additional, to establish claim to
th. hul l shove described before W. i. Curren,
United State. Commiaa toner In hia offle. at
Clovla, Nfew Mexico on th. Mth day of December

OUR

Claimant names aa witnesses:
Lull. F
Francis If. Rose, Elmer A. Gu-leSimpson. Albert L. Moore, all of Clovis, N. M.
N.

19--

BANK

YOUR1' BANK

1915.

24.
A,

J

.

Evana, Rrristar.

Deposit your money with us.
draws interest.

It is safe and

Notice for Publication.
Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a

Non ooal land

Departrment of the Interior, u S land offle at
fort Sumner. N. M.. Nov. tth. 191.
Notice la hereby rlvon that Annie Raulle.
Widow of William Raulle, deceased. ofTellco.
New, Mexico, who on Daeembor, 22nd 1M, made
Or rlonal Homestead Entry no. 01311 for W t
Section 4 and on
SB
8 W M see. I and E
July 1Mb, 190. mad. additional Homestead
SW
and Lot. I and
Entry No. 03417 for B
township I north, ranr. 31 East,
(, sections,
"
" " second
October 29. 1911
N. M. P. II. has filed notles of Intention to mak.
" November a, 1HI
" " third
Snal rive- -. ear proof to eotablUh elalm to the
" November It 111
" " fourth
land above described before William J. Oarron,
U. 8. Coram laeioner, at hlaoflc In Okrrls. N. M
o the ilth day of December. Ilia.
Notice for Publication.
Claimant name, sa wltneooea:
Land.
Caal
Non
Oeorre W. Paul. Robert G Vlnyard. Altttrt
Department of th. Interior, U. 8. Land Offle. Doolittle. Jamee W. B tori) son. all of Tex lea, N. ML
A. i. Brans. KerMter.
at Fort Sumner, N. M.. October ftth, WIS.
Notieo la hereby riven that Robert A. Moore, of
Nlt-OISept.
Mo.
who,
M
Mth,
R.
Traleo, H.
IIU
I
M
made Homestead Entry, No. 01063, for W. l- -t
Section It Township I M. Ranr M B N. M. P.
Meridtaa. haa Sled notice of Intantteaj to aaak.
Notice For Publication
Final Three Year Proof, to establish elarss to th.
Non-ooland.
land above described, before W. J. Curren. U. S.
Commissioner. In Ma oAos at Clovle. N. M.. a
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Offlo.
the 2nd day ef December, 1915.
at Ft Sumner. N. M. November. 17. 1915.
William
Clslmant name, as wltnsaass;
Nolle. Is hereby rim that William H. RutUr.
W. Hnnrata. Crummel H. Oeknlar. Harold H. of Clovis, N. at., who. Oil December 29 1909, mad.
Turner. Cllftnrd B. Kir by. John B. Anderson, all homestead entry aerial no. 07419 for south-weof Carrie, N.Sfc
quarter, section 7 township S north, rmrur.
A. J. EVANS. Reflster.
35 E, New atoxic.
P meridian has filed no-ti-e,
O. M- - N. I.
of IntonMon to mak. Snal flv. year
proof to establish claim to the land abovs de-scribed
before W. J. Curron, U. S. Commla-slonNotice For Publication.
at hia offle. In Clovle. N. M. on
Now coal land.
th. 28th day of December 1915.
Department of th. Interior. 17. B. Land Office
Claimant names as wltneesaa:
at Fort Sumnet. N. M.. November lh. 1915.
Andrew 8. Moore, Edward E. Hickman, Clay
Notice U hereby riven that Jacob P. Itolehart. Garrison and Edrar P. Cannedy. all of Clovla.
of Clovis, N. M , who, on Nov. 6th. 190j. ma le N. II.
Orlrlnal Homestead Entry, No. 071M. for M '1
A. J. Evan. Resistor.
Bee. K T 4. N. R 84 B. N. P. M. and on
Nov. 19 -- Dec. 24
October 12th, 1912 mad. additional Horn eel ad
Section 14
Kntry No. OX'.H for N W
Township 4 N. Ranr. MB. N . M. P. haa filed
nolle of Intention to make Final Five-rea- r
Proof, to establish claim ta the land a bore de
ERLE E. FORBES
scribed, be fore W. J. C.u rren, V. 3. Commissioner In htsOIDoe at Ho via, N. M.. on the 22nd day
AUCTIONEER
of December, 1915.
Nothlnr too larre or too small to sell
Claimant names aa wltnessea:
at auction. Hav. your roods ready
Ed F. Chandlor. Clsu I N. M.; Robert II. Snell.
for Saturday's Fate.
Ck-n
Gurlcy.
M
:
of
Eltimr
N.
A.
of
Clovl'.
Inrs.
CI.0YS.
NEW MIX
lirad.-- . ,f CUud. N. M.
N. M. and 0:.l.l.,
A J. r.vana, Itiir.ster.
:7
Ni.v. U

!'
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Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security, will get you any amount you want at
modest interest.
Substantial men own thia bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
made it what it ia and will make it greater.
Thia bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory

make it so in practice.

1

'

First National Bank
Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co,
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
I.AIW ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235

i

CLOVIS NEWS SUPPLEMENT
Claud Clippers

1

The Old, Old Subscriber

Brown, of Clovis, will
preach at the Lincoln school
home Sunday afternoon at 3
o'clock.
Miss Pearl Hodge, of Clovis,
visited her sister, Mrs. Weather
ford, last week.
Mr, Brasher was a Clovis visitor Wednesday.
John and Walter Westfall
bought a new wagon a few days
Rev.

How dear to my heart are the
old things in general,
When fond recollection presents
them to view;
Old pewter, old linen, old friends
and old china,
Old books and old songs are far

.

1

ago.
Miss Edna Palmateer visited
Pleasant Hill school several days
f

better than new.
And old shoes for comfort (We

need new ones badly)

V
'.'

last week.
The thresher was in our neighborhood last week.
Our first literary will be held
Saturday night December 10.
S. Hendrix was seen in our
district Sunday.
Ellis Rogers, of Shiloh attend
ed prayer meeting Sunday night.
Misses Helen and Edna
attended literary at Pleasant
Hill Saturday night.
Odell Brasher spent Thursday
night with Arlon Baker.
A light snow fell Wednesday

the 17th.
Grandma Houston is thinking
of visiting relatives and friends
in Texas soon.
Carrie and Kenneth Bell and
Lola Kreitzberg visited at. the
Brasher home Sunday afternoon.
Brown Eyes.

'

Pleasant Hill Notes
last Tuesday and Wednesday.
T. M. Dugger went to Bovina
Tuesday.
Shepard Blackwell lost one of
his sheep last Tuesday night.
Tom Gallagher and Joe Single-terr- y
hauled corn to Texico last
week.
Glenn Snodderly returned to
school last Wednesday afternoon
after a week's illness.
The subject, Resolved "That,
Military drill should be taught
in all of the schools of America"
was debated at the school house
last Saturday night. Several of
tne neighboring districts were
which we
well represented,
greatly appreciate.
P. II. H. S. oaoket ball team
intends to play b'rij before long.
Miss Kate Davis, of Frio, was
at P. 11. Sunday.
Clifford Gallagher was a visitor at Jesse Kirby's last Sunday.
The boys that broke into the
school library last Sunday a
week ago are requested to go to
C. H. Deluzier for settlement or
go to the district judge for trial.
Everard Barnes made his
rtgular trip to Miss Bessie
last Sunday.
Jim James has been helping
J. M. Blackwell this week.
Several farmers are building
new granaries.
Some of the questions which
are puzzling the people most are:
Why Noah likes the Hills.
What Bessie's new ring signi'
fies.
Why so many letters are addressed to Farwell, Texas, by
some of Mr. Hungates.
Why J. A. Blackwell went to
Church last Sunday night.
Why Ray went to pick Berries
last Sunday afternoon.
's

The old, old subscriber, the dear
old subscrider,
The faithful old friend whore-

Ufa

-

n
5r

.'

A- -
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news every year.
Old wine and old sweethearts,
the older the better:
The" old folks at home-w- hat
u
home without them?
The old swimming hole it must
not be forgot :en
The jewel of Memory's whol
ciadem;
Old times and old customs, and
e en the old dances
We'll have to admit we cannot
turkey trot)
But of old institutions, if one
must take chances,
'he old, eld subscribers the
best of the lot.
The old, old subscriber, the dear
old subscriber,
The paid up subscriber's the
best of the lot.

j1).

.
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The Howard Watch
who have the privilege
the gift of all gifts
for t!i3 Boy let it bo a Howard.

YOU

a Hovard owner, you
means to a young man
''J.
t j i: to
Tin
ht tr.!-- s in it goes
derjif-than iho ntre I'kasuro of
possession.
I

yr

i

a'--

e

'! t it
I Iowa

-

Th

Miss Edna Palmateer, of Lincoln district, was a school visitor

Snod-.ieiiy-

The old corncob pipe I shall al
ways hold dear.- But the old, old subscriber, I
mention him gladly.
Ever faithful ami true, he re
news by the year.

yainft rnnn who fa ulert. on tiptoe
with tlie instinct trr putting the tiling ucross,
ItriU inspiration in the companionship of a
Howard.

The HowAl Watch is associated with
success carrieil by a Ion" line of famous nirn.
in Insirial experts, professional men, and leaders
of the business mid rommercial world.
The very time standards are nl bottom
who
Ht.vtrci time -- firft whs Ed word Hov.-nri.tvenicJ the M.jden Wau h, and pnt a higher
mcu?un into punctuality and precision.
u Howard
Gili, iiivcMincnt, possession
watch is al.vcy worth whm you pny f ir it.
watch is Axed at the
The price of
firtoir an a printed tickft attached frori the
( louble ro.'eri in a Crcscetit Extra
d
enve at $40, .to t!ie
or Hist Extra
r
v?i
(.'"Id case at $170 and the
i:rjw.:o Howard modv;! at $350.
1

r;olu-ri!!e-

:!J--
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Today's Slang

evrrr jrnrelnr curt mil ynu n HOWARD W'atsh. Wn are
lC'ty.i y Jfmuhivartrrr.. Let utt aioiv ytu our C'.'iWst:;i5 aortinont.

A'of
1

Are we gradually

E. T. JERNIGAN & COMPANY
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

i

ft

it all.

Semis like Blacktower is be a burden. However, plantthe' grain center of New Mexico. ing trees and forgetting them,
Threshing and hauling grain is a waste of money and time at
is the order of the day at Black- the same time that it makes bad
tower now.
advertising
for the country.
Sam J. Hobbs has sold his Some people still argue that
farm at Blacktower and contem- trees do not grow well on the
plates moving to Clovis.
We plains and every neglected tree
are sorry to loose such a good is nuts to the knocking pessineighbor.
mist.
L. W. Locker has sold out and
Right now is the time to plan
soon will leave for Hereford a little tree planting for the
Texas, and there will soon be a farmstead in the way of a family
Mrs. Sarah Trimble has moved new family at his place.
orchard and ornamental and
to her own place, 4 miles north-wes- t
Mr. B'tydson has been thresh- shade trees. Firnt look around
of her former location.
ing this week for W. I. McCon the neighborhood and
see what
Mrs. J. Clack has taught one nell and Mr. Brown.
others are doing and next conHog killing is in order now,
month of her winter term at
sult catalogues of reliable nurs
as everybody has a good supply.
Shiloh.
eries. Buy the trees as near
Josh Hodges, Jack Jones, Fay
home as possible or trees grown
Trees on the Plains
Davis and Chester Vaughn, of
under similar climatic conditions.
(A. M. Hove)
the surrounding communities,
Plant and give continuous afterTrees
are changing the apattended rYayer meeting Sun
care. The little grove will soon
pearance of the plains. More
day night.
make life more bearable, especitrees will change the character ally
for the wife and the chil
Ira Gilliland and Miss liernice of the plains. Trees will overdren,
McBrayer, of Shiloh, attended
come some of the few disagreetained a crowd of young folks
Sunday.
Jim Watts butchered a fine
beef last week.
Mr. Gilliland has his nw well
finished, the tower was raised
lust Saturday.
Ike Brasher was in Clovis on
business Saturday.
led Prayer
Mrs. Kreitzberg
Meeting Sunday night.

prayer meeting.
Rev. Etchison, ef Clovis, held
preaching services Sunday.
Carl Hartzog and family were
visitors at Pleasant Hill lately.
Miss Letitia Trimble is spend
ing a week at he.r sister's.
The Sunday School members
are preparing to have a thanksgiving entertainment Thursday
night.
Geo. P. Palmateer butchered
a hog Saturday afternoon.
Wide Awake.
Arlon Baker, grandson of Mr.
is on the sick list this
Deavours,
Locals
Lincoln
week.
are
The Lincoln farmers
Little Cricket.
through with the threshers, but
wheat,
sowing
are still
Blacktower Budget
Mrs. T. E. Deavours is on the
There has been so much grain
sick list this week.
Mrs. Weatherford and her raised around Blacktower that
sister, Miss Pearl Hodges, enter people can't find room to store

able conditions; they 'will take
the sting out of the spring winds
that prevail in dry seasons.
It is settled through experi
ence that tres will grow all over
the plains. A large variety of
trees have been tried successfully. But after all the tree witH
a tap root may be the most sat
isfactory. The variety of fruit
and shade trees to be planted
may depend all together on the
taste of the planter.
A little family orchard is both
useful and ornamental. It furnishes good things for the table,
breaks the winds, and provides
delightful shape. The tree will
in time supply post and stays
for the fence, brtak the winds,
and provide picnic shade.
The initial cost is not great
ana the care required will not

Thanksgiving Brings Snow
The first real snow storm of
the winter came Thursday morn
ing in the shape of a full fledged
Snow fell thick and
norther.
fast for some time covering the
earth with a mantle of the beautiful. A cyclonic disturbance
central Wednesday over Montana moved southeast with attendant tow temperatures, covering Wyoming, Colorado and
New Mexico, It will be beneficial to the wheat crop.

Episcopal Church

making a
language for ourselves which is
to be distinguished from hJuglish
by what is called slang?
It
looks so. The other evening a
molher was sitting wilh her
daughter in a ball room when
the girl was approached by a
young man who wanted to dance
with her. "Hello, kid," he said
"are you hcoked up for this next
dance?"
"Nix", she replied,
"I've been a
so
much tonight I'm beginning to
think I'm a back number." "No
chance," responded the gal
lant, "a guy that can shake a
hoof like you can has Pavlowa
backed off the board."
The
mother, who was a fine old lady
of the old school, gasped ami
nearly fainted, when the daughter arose, smoothed out her
skirts and said, "Slip me your
mit, pal, you're the lil'ol' kidder,
all right, but, at that, I'm for
you." Remember when Teddy
Roosevelt was going around the
country showing his intelligent
front teeth and telling folks
what they ought to do and how
he was the man to do it for
them? Of course you do, and
how the enthusiast in the brown
derby used to get up in his seat
and whirl a red bandana over
his head and shout "Go te it.
kid, bat 'em with your big stick!
Make 'em sick. You're the stuff
all right, all right." The eminent practioner who used to
clothe himself in dignity and
long whiskers, now feels your
pulse and tells you "you're off
your feed." The politician has
discarded the baby kissinar habit
because it is insanitary, but he
gets next to the people just the
same with his slang, and the
high brow editorial
writer
writes "with the punch in it."
Listen. Get this! Don't think
these days that every fellow
who uses slang is a roughneck.
The chances are he's got the
goods. Lordsberg Liberal.
wall-flow-

(Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor)
Frank Curren, son of the News
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
who has been sick
. Service at 11 a. m. and 7:15 manager,
p. m. Also a special service at with typhoid fever for the past
two weeks, is convalescent.
3 p. m.

you Jan slip ir
you?
And this false face and this nice
white beard and tbese galoshes.
They may be hard to walk In. but
they look more like Santa than regular shoes. Anyhow, I think they are
just nice for Santa Claus "
"Is Amy well?" ssked Ted rather
pointlnssly.
Meg simply nodded her head In the
affirmative
She was mill thinking
about the galoshes. "It's funny how
things come in handy,' even when
you don't want them at the time, Isn't
It? I often say but, If you'll excuse
me I'll just leave you. I've a thousand things to do and Amy said something about going away this afternoon and having to pack so she won't
be able to help me at all. There
are some books if you want to read.
Bob won't be back till twelve. I told
him he would be much more help If
he wasn't In the way so be lias gone
off to the club to smoke.
We will
have the Santa appearance just before dinner.
You ran say that you
came In the skylight because there
wasn't room for your pack In the
chimney and that you walked downstairs. Then you can go back and
take off your disguise and go out the
The
front door and ring the bell.
children will think you have Just
come. You were awfully good to offer
to do this for me." Meg was unlock
ing the door nnd leaving "You may
as well smoke If you want to." she
said. "I am going to have those cur
tains cleaued next week anyway so
It doesn't matter If they do smell
flannel so i think

4
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Christmas eve, Ted Bev
erly received this letter
from Amy Saunderi the
oue girl In the world, at
far as Ted was concerned:
"Dear Ted: If you can
manase to come on to
New
lork for Christmas and
huve the courage to break the
I
news to brother Uob. all right.
haven't even been able to explain that
we are engnged, much less that wt
were about to be married, but as loug
ns Meg and Uob really like you they
can't object Come In the morning if
you can manage, and stop on your
way from the station and ask old
Doctor Good to drop In for the great
eveut In the afternoon that will be
better than going to bis house. I tried
to explain to Meg, but you know how
excitable she Is, and with Christmas
coming, and the children's presents,
and getting a fake Santa Claus for
them, she Just hasn't time to listen,
and brother Dob la such a tease I
haven't the nerve to tell him."
"Great hat!" gasped Ted, lumping
up from the dining table, where be
had been reading his last letter from
Amy over his solitary meal. Hastily
paying the waiter, he darted with all
speed through the hotel corridor, up
to his room. He had written to Amy
asking If she couldn't manage to be
married during the holidays, but he
hadn't supposed she would consent.
Now there was no time to be lost, for
New York was fourteen hours away.
Ted rang for a messenger boy, telephoned to the oflice, and when the
messenger boy arrived was throwing
bis necessary belongings Into a suitcase.
"Say, boy," he said to the liveried
messenger, "I want you to go out and
buy a a wedding ring. Tomorrow
being Christmas the stores will be
closed and t can't get It then. All
And
the stores are open tonight.
bring It to the W. ft P. railroad staplatform.
tion on the enstbound
Here's a dollar for you If yon get It
and be sura
there by the eight-threand huv the best one the leweler has"
"What size, sir?" asked the boy,
grinning.
"That's so they come fn different
sizes," responded Ted, excitedly wadding a handful of cravats Into his
suitcase. "Oh, medium size, any size,
only hurry. And If you have time,
get some Jumping monkeys, and toy
balloons, and tin kitchens and things
anything kids will like," he said,
r
bills.
handing the boy two
The next morning, after a night in
a sleeping car. Ted Beverly was still
breathless as he hurried laden with
tin kitchens and various
other toys and a suit case from his
taxi up the unpretentious brownstone
front of the home of his friend Bob
Saunders,
nob was Amy's brother
and Amy lived with him and Rob's
wife, Meg, and little Bobble and
Peggy
Mrs. Saunders Meg met him at
the door.
"How do yon do?" she said In the
tone, just as If she
most matter-of-fac- t
"Do
had seen him the day before
come In out of the cold. Bob will be
o glad you've come. If those perfectly lovely thtnes are for my children do let me hide them behind the
piano. Oh, by the way," she added
whispering, "you have just come In
time. I was almost distracted. Tou
alwayp were so obliging. Bob often
says that there wasn't a man In college who would help a friend out of
a tight place the way you would. I
expected the butcher boy would do It,
but he's gone to one of those awful
barbecues whatever that Is and I
had offered him S3 to do It. Now
listen Oh, here comes Amy and the
children, and I told her to be sure
to keep them out for two hours. I
wonder why she came bark so soon.
Come, hurry upstairs before they see
you, and bring your suitcase, please."
Ted, although he didn't know whether
be was Intended to get the butcher
boy away from a barbecue or simply
to conceal his presence from the children, followed his hostess up to a
third story guest room.
"Now, I will tell you." said Meg,
closing the door and locking It behind her. "See, I brought your bat
nd gloves because I knew the children would suspect something If they
aw them. I was expecting the butcher's boy he's just about your build- -to
play Santa for the children. What
yon have to do Is to dress up In these
things this red suit It's very thin.
cotton
I mad It myself out of
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Six motor ambulances like the one In this photograph have been given to the BrltlBh war office by the American
Women's War Relief fund. With their fittings they cost about 120,000. At tbe left Is Oldway house, tbe residence of
Paris E. Singer in Devousblre, transformed into the American Red Cross hospital.

GERMANY USES STAGE TRICK TO

SWELL PROCESSION OF PRISONERS

smoky"

"You might tell Amy that I am
here," said Ted.
"Ob, she doesn't mind the smoke,"
replied Meg. "Besides, she almost
never conies Into Oils room."
Ted felt himself defeated.
For an hour and a half be remnlned
In his solitary confinement and then
Meg came again to see that be was
properly dressed and to give him the
cue for his descent.
"Walt till I get all the way down
and then start," she told him.
"Does Amy know I am here?" Ted
asked with unconcealed concern.
"Hasn't the remotest suspicion of
It," answered Meg "I think she must
be expecting someone for she has
telephoned twice to the station to
know whether the trains from the
West were late. Yours wasn't late,
was 't? But I haven't said anything
about your being here."
"It's hard to navigate In these old
boats," said Tom from under his
besrd.
Peg was hanging a hugh potato
bag full of toys on Teds back. "I
put the presents you . brought to
nobby r.nd Peggy In with the rest,"
she snld. "They are really lovely.
Now remember you follov as soon as
I get down stairs. We will all be In
the drawing room."
Ted got safely down the first flight
of stairs with his heavy pack thumping on the stairs as he came. He
was halfway down the last flight
when be caught a glimpse of Amy's
pretty forehead and golden balr. He
craned his head, eager to see more,
the pack caught for a second against
the banlBters, he missed bis footing
in the awkward galoshes, and with
a desperate effort to regain his balance he gruBped frantically at the
wallpaper. The next thing be knew
he was sprawling In a confused
Jumble of toys and red cotton flannel
and white hair and sacking at tbe
foot of the stairs.
"Blame those galoshes!" wa hit
remark as be
first unceremonious
pulled himself out of the confusion.
And there stood Amy, Bob and Mrs.
all more
Meg and Bobby and
and Incredulous.
or less
"Santa fell downstairs; that's all.
He isn't used to stairs, you know,"
said Meg with rare presence of mind
anxious only to preserve her children's faith In the myth of Santa
Claus. She hurriedly adjusted the
false face that had flopped up in
the fall.
"Poor old Santa." said little Peggy,
softly patting his arm, and Bobby waa
eagerly examining the toys that had
spilled from the pack.
"Oreat guns. It's Ted!" began Bob
In an aside, but Meg clapped her
hand over his mouth.
Meantime Amy was holding a whispered conversation with the confused
Santa.
"Why. these are papa's galoshes,
said nobby.
"That'r not Santa, at all, iinywny."
snld little Peggy "It's Mr. Ted Be
erly whafa going to be our uncle.
He's come to marry out Aunt Amy.
so there, and he's just dressed up
like Santa en' to fool mamma and
papa Aunt Amy told us this mornto marry her this
ing he was
Wouldn't Santa laugh If
afternoon.
he could see him?"
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on right over your coat, don't

to Give Air of Verisimilitude to Tale3 of Foe's Regiments
Annihilated, Trainloads of Captives Are Sent Through Same
Town Many Times Belgian Trooper Becomes Peeved

In Order

at Twelfth Trip Through
London. It is a relief to extract a woods and aie as reluctant as carrion
little humor out of this tragic war. crows to leave. Last night we heard

Here are two humorous touches
from the letter of a Dublin fuslleer:
"At one point of the line German
and French troops were not more than
one hundred ;ards apart They could
hear each other talk, and sometimes
talked to each other. One day a cow
Btrnyed between the lines. Both aides
w .uted milk.
They agreed whoevet
hit a horn first would be let milk the
.iw. The first shot came from the
German lines. Bad sb usual, It killed
the cow."
"When both sides dig in there is
continuous rifle sniping, on tbe German side UBually very bad. An officer
r ours with a sense of humor put up
a target for them to practice on and
guve them a murker with a flag to
signal the aiisses. The target waa
pretty large, with a sketch of tbe kaiser's head and shoulders for a bull's-eyOnly one shot was fired at It,
nnd that bullet hit the kaiser right
under the chin. We appreciated the
loke."
Death of the Gallant Lancer.
And here is one about a gallant
Irishman with some pathos in It:
"One afternoon when I was riding
from the transport to the battalion I
met a lancer going tbe same road. We
were chums at Aldershot a couple of
years ago.
met his wife when he
brought her to the married quarters,
a bonnle bride. He was a squat little
Irishman with a pair of lively eyes
that spoke the language of all tonguea.
He had fought at Mons and been right
through the campaign, and as we rode
together through the town w talked
over past an present. A we passed
a butcher's shop a pretty girl came to
the door and guve him 'Bonjour,' with
a charming bmlle. Against regulntiooa
bo doffed his cap and niado her a
sweeping how. Their eyes met It waa
a mere passing salute, but one could
see be had passed that way before. He
turned to me with a light laugh. 'We
are all single at the seaside.'
"Two days afterward I made the
same journey on foot. Just at that
same shop door I mot a stretcher
my lancer friend was lying on
thvougta the chest.
As I
spoke to the stretcher bearers the girl
came to the door. Her grief waa passionate. I doubt if the wounded man
was conscious of her tears. Later in
the day I called at the field hospltaL
He was dead. A womnn in Ireland Is
teaching his little one to pray for bla
soul. A girl In France Is putting flowers on his grave."

heavy footsteps, an odd nobie like
Jutupoum, ia.apouiu.' Was it a batch
of German deserters coming to us, or
outposts returning with some warning? I peered Into the darkness, ami
within a
feet of my head was a
fat pig. He was more frightened than
I, and decamped.
We followed, and
In live minutes Mr. Coelion was tied to
the wheel of an ammunition curt. He
grunted all night long.
"Next morning men from the neighboring buttery beard of our interesting capture and claimed It as theirs.
What cheek!
We squabbled, and
everybody asserted his rllit to the
prisoner. Suddenly shrapnel began to
fall In the midst of the debate. Did
Prussian shells stop the row over that
iiIk? No. sir! For ten more nilntites
the twojtntterles argued, while bullets
flew and the pig squealed.
"The chef of a portable kitchen has
his little joke. 'How polite the lloches
are,' he said. 'They even send us
tlielr mnrmites (black Marias) In
which to cook our puddings.' Then
along came the captain. 'In the name
f heaven!' ho exclaimed, 'get back to
your 75's. Cut the pig In two!' A military Solomon had solved the difficulty
and both battalions had pork for supper that night."
Germans Without Humor.
Describing the conditions surrounding the British army, a lieutenant In
tlio Itoyal Army Medical corps, writing homo, says:
"In front of us are the German
trenches, onl. a hundred yards away.
A bobbing head, a shaking fist, an occasional spade wave, bespeak the
presence of our foe. Yesterday one of
our merry mm fixed up a target. On
white paper he drew a bull's-eywith
a charred stick, tied It on a cardboard
box, placed it In front of the trench und
with flag behind recorded the nilsHes
of our friend Frits. I feel sure that f
In those trenches we hud a more huA FRENCH BOMB-PROO- F
morous foe instead of tbe phlegmatlo
FOR RELIEF OF BELGIANS
Teuton we might ibbs away many of
the weary hours of watching in friendly Joko. But we are up against a wary
foe. There is no leisure, for barbed
wire, artfully contrived hoops and
loopholps forever claim the attention
of our brave men.
"There are times, though, even under fire, when the humor of our soldiers bursts forth. - On one occasion,
after a German shell bad fired some
wood, our men, seeing the fire, seized
the opportunity to cook their food.
Yesterday I heard an amusing story
under trying circumstances told concerning a man In the regiment lylr.
In the thin red line next to us. ShrapKir
1
nel bad burst, killing two men on his
left and badly shattering another. He
was trying to light a pipe, and having
some difliculty he said to his mate,
v.- 'Sure 'tis Belgian tobacco, and these
!
I
t: French matches will be the death of
me.'
German Shot 8polls Milking.
J
I
"I sometimes help the officers to
censor the men's letters home One
man says, 'We shall have shells for
For the Eyes.
1 shall be In
breakfast not
Refresh the eyes every morning by
New York society girls serving be- Berlin in a fortnight, and I'll aend you
4Le4
: " i
Jrapplying to them an eyecup filled with hind the counter in "Little Belgium," some sausages.' I
vv.W . . .i alii
overheard on
boraclo acid lotion. Tbla not only the novelty shop established In New march one 'Pat' say to another, the
One of the
In tbe ao
sense of refreshment, but also York for the purpose of raising money never believe anything 1 hear,
gives
and vanced trenches on the eastern
makes tbe eyes clear and bright
(or the relief of destitute Belgians.
only half of what I say.'"
y

wldo-eye-

d

French and English alike are wondering, and laughing not a little, at the
prisoners
numoer of
tremendous
which the Germans, according to their
own reports, are cupturing. both east
and west. It they bad taken as many
prisoners as they say they, have they
would have no enemy to tight, f ut tbe
explanation Is simple enough. Take
but one Instance.
A Swiss who was at
at tbe beginning of this month, and
who Is now at Uasle, writes:
"The German government Is very
Ingenious in Its efforts to keep up the
spirits of the population. It reports
the annihilation of regiment after
regiment dally, and in order to foster
the delusion It has to produce formidable convoys of French. British and
is
Belgian prisoners.
the spectacular spot chosen. It Is the
busiest railway station In the German
empire lust now. The German general
staff sends lonn train loads of prisoners through thts junction going east
every day. You can imagine how Impressive It Is. You can also Imagine
how Industriously the newspnper correspondents record tbe Incident In
their dispatches to Berlin, not forgetting tbe downcast demeanor of the
captives and the cheers of the German
populace.
"The crowds are unaware that these
trains are switched onto a loop line at
night, and return In triumph the next
day. The other morning a Dutchman
was watching one of them go slowly
by. He saw a Belgian soldier excitedly gesticulating at an open carriage
window. He was shouting: 'This U
the twelfth time we have come
through thts station.'"
Fight for Pig Under Fire.
"Very little scares us nowadays."
writes an --ertllleryiun from the
Woevre. "The Germans are In the
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Jim Warnica and family, of
T. L Keen, formerly of PorPortales, were interested spectales who has a large ranch
tators at the Elks' Carnival
southwest of Clovis, was in the
Do your. Christmas shopping Saturday night
city on business matters Satur. early and avoid the rush.
Many
people from Texico, day.
Dr. Darling, of Grady, was Farwell. Amarillo, Portales and
Three freight trains were nn
in the city the first of the week. Roswell attended the Elks' Carhour in coming from Texico
nival Saturday night.
Mrs. C. P. Wheeler, of Taiban.
Thursday morning on account
I treat all the diseases and dis- of the blinding snow storm.
was 8 Clovia visitor Wednesday.
orders of women and attend con The snow is practically all gone
John Anderson, of Mountain finement cases.
today.
View, Oklahoma, is visiting
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
here.
If you have worn Floersheim
Antlers dining room is making
Curless, painting, paper arrangements to serve an elegant shoes you will want them again.
by A. Weidmana,
tf
ing. kalsomining. Phone 254.
dinner to the public Christmas For sale
4Day.
C. H. Harrison, the Farwell
R. N. Williams and Harry
Mrs. Ed Dowson, of St Louis, banker, was a Clovis visitor
Mr. Harrison has reNeal. of Texico, were in the city is visiting her mother, Mrs. M. Monday.'
purchased
cently
a number of
Monday.
E. Shupe, at her home near
cattle which he advertises for
Texico.
C L. Ckesher and wife, of
sale.
, Farwell, were in the eity shop
The Antlers dining room fed
W. A. Foyil, the Tuedmcari
one hundred and nine persons
ping Monday.
banker, was a visitor in Clovis
Sunday
accomThey
noon.
also
I treat diseases of the eye, ear,
the first of the week. He renose and throat, also fit glasses. odated about that number for ports a good business in the
Thanksgiving dinner.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
the neighboring town to the
If you have anything to sell or north.
Ruseel Hardwick returned Friday from Carlsbad where he trade, list with the Mansfield
J. R. ' Darnell, editor of the
Land Company. We will treat
was a court witness."
Portales Herald, was in the city
you right.
f
Judge G. L Reece, of Portales.
Saturday. Mr. Darnell has reA
T. T nnnlili'n
nt Dnvrlort cently purchased a junior linowas aClovis visitor Saturday at
brother-in-laTexas,
of A. B. type, which he has added to his
a
tending the Elks' Carnival.
is here with the expectation of equipment
,
Catholic Ladies Bazaar Dec. 4. locating somewhere in this sec
Will serve lunch from 10 to 6
If you have land, houses or
tion oi me country.
and oyster supper from 6 to 8.
cattle for sale, list tbem with
Bert Curless. painting, paper- Curren and Boyle. Can also sell
f
ing, kalsomining. Phone 254.
vou cattle cheap for cash or on
Mrs. Dotna Franklin was the
4payments.
2t
guest Thanksgiving of Mr. and
H. F. Roach, one of the well
Misses Verta Beasley and Sue
Mrs. A. L. Chesher, of Farwell.
known and most successful Henderson, the popular "hello
Round
Oak Heaters
and farmers and stock raisers of the girls," of Portales, were visitors
Ranges. The best is the cheap- Field neighborhood, was in the in Clovis Saturday, attending
est,
city on business matters
f
the Elks' Carnival.
Barry Hardware Co.
Prof. W. E. Carroon, Sup't. of
Clovis schools, is attending the
ism
New Mexico Educational Associ
ation in session at Albuquerque
this week. Other Curry county
teachers ate also in attendance.
Mrs. Bourne and daughter,
Misslrma. wife and daughte of
Charles Bourne, manager of the
Santa Fe Reading Room arrived
last Friday from Newton Kansas
and will make Clovis their home.

Local and Personal

,

BETTER AND

Gheaper Groceries..
That is what you get at this store-alwa- ys
better and
cheaper groceries It means a big saving in the table
bill in the run of a year. To illustrate this fact, iust
look at the low prices we are making on the highest
grade of groceries sold in this town. Can't bd beaten

$rt
-t

Good for Next Ten Days
Our American Lady Flour, made from first
grade wheat and entirely without screenings, per hundred
3.00
Swift's Premium Hams, scientifically cured
per pound
21c
Best granulated sugar on the market, fifteen pounds for
$1.10
Jockey
coffee
Club
discounts
brand of
Our
everything else in this community, three
pounds for
$1.00
Large pail Swift's Jewel compound for'

t--

w

Weoavejust received a car of box d apples that we are offering at from $1 35 to
$2 00 per box.
21-- 2 cans Del Monte sliced Hawaiian
pineapples for
$1.00
12 Pounds best Irish Potatoes
... 25c
5 Pounds assorted nuts for
$1.00
....
25c
Yuba tomatoes, No. 2 cans. 3 for
Extra nice pears, per box
....$1.50
Splendid prices on all other canned fruits.

6 No.

.

$1,15

t--

.

-t

t--

Six Hundred
Hereford and
Durham Heifers
For Sale

we have 450 High Grade white
faced and 150 Polled Durham Heifers for sale, for cash or on credit.
The price is just the same, when
we sell on credit we want good notes
bearing 10 per cent interest. All
the above heifers are with calf by
registered white faced bulls.
we also have 35 registered white
faced bull calves and several Durham bulls for sale. If you want
anything in the cow line, see us. we
also have some good Jersey cows on
hand at all times

DUNN and

HARRISON
Farwell, - Texas

can supply your wants in all kinds of fancy groceries, such
as Glazed Cherries and Pineapple, evaporated Loganberries and
Raspberries, seeded and seedless Raisins, cleaned Currants,
package Figs and Dates, pure Buckwheat and Pancake Flour.
We have our own peculiar method of buying and. by this means,
We

are enabled to give our customers, at all times, the benefit of the best the wholesale market affords, without charging the high prices usually found these days. It pays to buy
the best, and this is where you get them.
we

...Th e Model G rocery
A. B. AUSTIN,

Bert Curless, painting, papering, Kalsomining. Phone 254.
4--

PROFESSIONAL

DR. H. R GIBSON

,

Osteopath

t

Wild Ducks

are numerous now

lakes near Ciovis and
many hunters are returning with
well filled game bags. The recent cold snap in the north has
sent the birds south in larger
numbers.

on the

Parish Pure Food

D. D. Swear in gin
of th Una of Dra, Praalay ft Swaarlnftii
of Roewell

will be in Clovis on

17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat ami Fitting Glasses

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Office Opposite P.
Phone 89.

Bread
Can be bought at the Kandy
Kitchen, its heme.

.

All bread
wrapped
plain waxed paper.
is

given to diseases

Office Phone 383. Res. 390
New Mexico.

Money! Money!

5

J

want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no- -

5

n

tice.

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

.

Physician & Surgeon

at

The

t

hone

t--

f

il

j

..e3K.
r

I

m

17

S

& OlUTOMATIC

ra

Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoffice

DR.

For Sale

406.

Dr. J. B. Westerf ield

D. E. Reed, secretary of the
Roosevelt County Fair Associa- Office Phone 231 Residence
tion, passed through the city
Saturday en route t o AlbuL.
querque to the Chicken show,
Veterinary Surgeon
with
tighty fancy cliickenn.
wh'ch were to bo placed on
Clovis, N
16.
I

TIX

persectly sate family horse,
good buggy horse, work anywhere, a child can handle him.
2 Also good buggy and harness.
1 Snap for $125 Terms. J. H.
Shepard. box 441. Clovis. Phone

Phonal.

4r

be

A

once!

Physician and Surgeon
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

ROYAL TYFlWHtTER CO.
Me D. NOBLE. PARWELIX,

,
a.

Union Mortgage Co.

Dr. J. R. Haney

Royal

or ol--v new Frochura, "BET
TER SERVICE," and a baan.
tiful Color Photoerarta of th.
Af.it Royal Mutter-Mod- tl
JO.

We

See us

?

t:::'

,K-v-

New Mexico

Clovis.

New Mex
H. E. Wilkias returned lion Clovis,
day from Mineral Wells, Texas,
where he went in response to a
message stating the death of his
brother-in-law- .
His sister and
Physician & Surgeon
two little girls accompanied him
home and will reside here in the
future.
Office Opposite Postoffice

cess.

i

does the wcrk o( several
r'
v.rift ,
tf
ters in
typos card, ami Lillal All
this vi'hout a dolLr for
"special" attachments. The
one machine does it all.
Write Direct

LAWYER

Special attention to diseases of
in the Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Onr Han Pharmacy

I treat diseases and disorders
of the 'stomach with good suc-

of women.

Clovis.

5

Roaioaae.

fact,
All th. talk In the world cannot down thin rrc big rn
namely, that after vcr. comparative test. Hit Coil r- -i aJoplttl by the Army and
!
Navybtcaiutof'tsmarkTiisiiptrtorfy.
Murlced eurviority Gel that? Don't buy
ig

269

M. BIGGS
M

J

1-- 2

O.

DR. A. L. DILLON

TAGS

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
Office 103
North Main Street

DENTIST

m.

ICORUtt'ON-- j

aUd

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention

M. Chapman

OIBoe Phono

I

W. A. Gillenwater

NEW MEX.

CLOVIS,

Austin's Grecery Store.
Klein's Grocery Store.
Morris Grocery Company
Tucker & Busby Groc. Store.
W. H. Simpson Groc Store.
Jennie McCauley Grocery.
Central Meat Market.
Bill's Grocers Store.

15th, 16th,

Proprietor, Phone 29

4

any other but a Colt it i the aifen: n'.tomntic mf.o .in J the uiikcet to get Into action.
Tht. Sliikinr Hclure I ff.T.
"Colti to the Front" (reproduce! here in mi. tu'-- - U one c' the moat powerful
of modern war ictnen. We have hod liiullc J nutnuer, without dverli.ini,
Eicturee in
beautiful tonci by the new oMeet r..cs, nut .6 In. :3oin'., on heavy whito
uf poatage. Catalog B
atock lult.ible for framing. 3ent on rercipt if toe to cover
mailed fr?e. If ynur defilf An-- n iot sell Colte, ernd your oi drr tu iifc. .
O-mCtV. !. r
CC.
n'K kM5 M

.nvr

it

ACTS WAITER TO

TA!!1( ID LITTLE

SUITABLE WINTER PROTECTION FOR BEES

HIGH

FOR

VIADUCT

RAILROAD

FRENCH

SEE PRIVATE PLAY

IIISSiiiG JAUNT
Young San Francisco Preacher
Serves Soup So Well Friends
Don't Recognize Him.

Does Serpentine Tango in Chicago Street, Causing No Little
Excitement.

"GOOD

BUY" FOR SAM

Soda Fountain Attachment Picked Up
by Junk Dealer Doe Some
8Urt!lng Thing When Attacked by Purchaser.
Sam Shamberg,
rags, old Iron, and related
made a good buy recently.
liquid
across a second-hanacid tank auch a is used
Chicago.

d

dealer

in

products,
He came
carbonic
in soda

fountain.

He took It to his emporium at Chestand Franklin streets and, being a
prudent person, he saw a varied profit
to be had In dissecting the tank.
The nozzles ot such tanks are mad
of brass and brass is a readily salable metal. Hence Sam would remove
the nozzle first. He stood the tank
upright and hit it a crack with a

nut

San Francisco. "He also sees tht
play who only serves as waiter."
This Is a new reading by Rev,
Arch Perrln, pastor of the Church oi
St. Mary the Virgin, who In order to
see a play acted as a waiter for members of the Family club on their annual outing to their "farm" In th
foothill out from Redwood City.
Men he had married and wbosi
children he had christened didn't recognize him. He wore a false mustache and- - a waiter's Jacket, and hi
dealt soup from the elbow without
spilling It and passed unnoticed.
The story has only Just leaked out
among his parishioners.
The young pastor was very oesiroui
of seeing Martin V. Merle's forest
play, "The Spirit of Youth,' presented

h thi I'lilt'd
ment or

Htntii Depart-

The beekeepor'a winter lose may be
reduced l)V proper precautions to less
Mian I per cent, according to recent
s
iiivi'HtiRHtinna conducted by the
Department of Agriculture.
At the i resent time the Iobs ranges
,
or even
trow onolenth to
more, ot the colonies. Evoit beekeepers iu the South, where the climate la
mild, are not exempt from this tax.
In a new publication of the department ot agriculture, Farmers' Mullet In
tiiifi, the cauBos for winter loss tire
it b ted an two; (1) Inadequate stores,
and (2 excessive heat production.
hi nt production Is caused almost invariably by Inadequate Insulation of the hlvo, which compels the
hoes to gonorato heat for their own
protection and exhaust themselves In
the process. At times so much heat
Is begun
Is created that
prematurely and may result In the
death of the entire colony.
To prevent excessive heat generation the beekeopor should aim to maintain the temperature of the air around
liis bees at about 57 degrees F. At
this temperature the bees remain Inactive on the combs. When the air
tiuiiK'diutnty surrounding the bees Is
colder than this, the bees form a cluster and those in the center begin to
senorate heat by muscular activity,
while those on the outside crowd
close together to prevent the escape
of the boat which Is being produced,
tinder auch circumstances the temperature in the Inside of the cluster
rises rnpldly. ofton going to 30 degrees
V. in uormal colonies and higher In
abnormal ones. The lower the temperature outside of the cluster falls,
the more work the bees ore compelled
n do. and when they are no longer
capable of the necessary activity they
Uult-Stale-

otie-huli-

brood-rearin-

lie.

Protection Is Necessary.
These facts emphasize the necessity
or protecting the hives by thorough
packing. No beekeeper, say the government specialists, ever gave his bees
too much protection in the winter.
Very few give them enough. In any
locality where the outer temperature
often falls to 40 degrees P. and this
Includes practically oil territory in the
United Slates In which bees are kept
It Is moRt desirable to conserve the
vitality of the bees by adequate Inflation of the hive. What constitutes
dequato insulation obviously varies
with the climate. In the relatively
mild winters of Washington, D. C,
have been obsatisfactory result
tained by placing four
Mves In a large packing case with 3
inches ot packing below, 5 Inches on
the ends, 6 Inches on the sides, and 8
to 12 Inches on top. When the climate is more severe this protection
should, of course, be much increased.
There la no danger of giving too much
protection because as soon as the temperature within the hive but outside
the cluster reaches BO degree P. the
bee cease to generate beat. Unless
the outside temperature Is extraordinarily high, therefore, the air in a
properly protected hive will never go
above 67 degrees.
Provided enough Insulation la given
en all aides, the exact method ot packing I not especially Important. The
placing of several hives in contact,
however, has the advantage that the
colonies Insulate one another. Whatever type of outer case Is used, it
should be tight in order to prevent
rain and snow from wetting the Insulating material.
This material may be any of those
ordinarily used for the purpose such
as sawdust, chaff, broken cork, shavings, paper, dry leaves, etc. Sawdust,
however, should not be packed tight
hut simply poured in place. On the
hould be
other band, dry leave
packed down.
The packing not only should be
adequate but should be put in place
early, before low temperature have
compelled the bees to begin the generation ot heat, when tbey are
disturbed br the process ot
packing and the temperature ot the
Inside ot the cluster is certain to be
raised quickly. Frequently in
mlnnlaa It rise so high that
the queen begin to lay egg and when
single-walle-

d

Is apt to be
this occurs
continued throughout the winter with
most disastrous results. There ls
probably no place In the United States
whore it is safe to put off packing until after Thnnksglving day.
Even hives that hav-- been properly
Insulated and packed early must he
brood-rearin-
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haste.
It so happens that the factories tn
this vicinity are discharging their hundreds of workers at this time of day
and the majority or these are girls.
When these young" women saw a hideous gray object, foaming at the mouth,
hissing like a sea serpent, and swlz-linup the street like an intoxicated
muskellunge, they thought the city had
been attacked by German submarine
and a torpedo bad gone astray.
A H'isting of 8klrts.

protected from the wind If the benefits of these precautions fully are to
be realized. Juit as the beekeeper
cannot give his hives too much insulation, so ha cannot give them too
thorough protection from the wind.
Another weak point in the wintering
ot many colonies Is the entrance to
Well, sir, they say up along West
the hlvo. This should be no larger
than an opening 8 inches wide and
Chestnut street there never was such
of an Inch high, constructed as a tunEnlisted With a Band of Extra
It should
nel through the packing.
Waiter.
be carefully shielded from the wind
by
Case Downing In the
music
with
under all circumstances.
new open-aitheater of the Family
By adopting these precautions the
club. He was not a member of tbe
boekeoper will place his colonies In a
club, and invitations were extended
position to endure the hardships of
visitors.
only to
outBldo wintering with a minimum of
So Father Perrln enlisted with a
exertion. If he Is further careful, by
band of extra waiters for the dinner
In the late
prolonging
preceding the presentation of the
summer and by the prevention of
play, and passed the evening undewarming, to see that his colonies in
tected.
the fall are both strong In numbers
Also, ho saw the play be went to
and full of young bees, he will And
see and liked It.
that they emerge In the spring In excellent condition. Old bees are quickTO RESCUE ON SURFBOARD
ly exhausted by the work of heat generation, and even if they survive the
winter, are Incapable ot carrying on
Officer of 8teamshlp Carries Line tc
in the
8ave Light Tenders Froi
the task of
spring. It is therefore most import-- i
Starvation.
ant that the colonies should contain a
large proportion of young bees whose
San Francisco. Two light tendert
vitality cannot be so quickly exat Point San Lucas, the southerly end
hausted.
of Lower California, were saved from
death by starvation recently by U C.
Hansen, first officer ot the Pacific Mall
TO DESTROY WEEVIL
steamer Newport.
Hansen said he would take a line
IN THE WHEAT CRIB
ashore. He rode breaker after break
er on a surfboard until he finally was
Set Off Up the 8treet.
cast up exhausted on the shoie. Han
Carbon Bisulphide Is Quite Effec
was unable to move for several
a h'isting of skirts and such a screech- sen
men
ing of terror nor such a scramble for minutes and the two lighthouse
tive Used for Many Other
food to
something to get behind since the Chi- were too weak from lack ot brought
Purposes on Farm.
haul on the line that Hansen
cago avenue water main burst.
Daniel Matthews, a driver for P. D. them.
(By ItrtADLET HANCOCK.)
After a rest Hansen was able to
Carroll, an expressman, tried to guide
Make a bin or crib as nearly air his horses out of the vsy of the ram- heave In the line, which brought
tight as possible, then on top of the paging tank, but it's bard enough to double line from tbe boat, and to this
wheat place a large saucer, or similar dodge on foot, let alone trying to was attached a series of life buoys witb
vessel, containing carbon bisulphide, doiise with two horses and a truck. the food made fast to them In water
close the doors and let It remain for The hisBing monster hit one of the tight cans.
ait hours, then open the doors and horses and fractured a leg.
windows for several hours before enMeanwhile Sam was doing a ser FORMS A "DEVIL'S ROSARY"
tering, and every rat, mouse, weevil, pent gallop after his runaway Junk,
etc.. will be dead.
ana was losing by a mile, wnen tne New Mexico Snake Killer'e "Beads'
This carbon bisulphide Is very In- angry tank gave a last hissing gasp
Are Hundred Rattler of
flammable, and on no account must And fell dead.
Reptile.
any flame be allowed around It. I
ubo it tor many purposes. Saturate a STARTS AUTO; CAN'T STOP IT
Tunnmcari. N. M. One hundred
ball ot dry horse manure with it, push
rattlesnakes ia the record Of C. T
the ball down Into a rat hole, plug up
Taylor of Lesbia, who claim to b
Yell to Watching Wife: "Phone to
the hole and the work is done.
the champion make klllor or eastern
Garage and Tell Me Next Time
I effectually dispose of fruit-treNew Mexico. He now baa a hundred
I Come By."
bisulborers by injecting carbon
rattler on a long string which hi
phide Into the holes with a syringe
calls his "devils rosary.'
Shenandoah
A
Shenandoah,
la.
and promptly plugging the entrance
Tavlor savs this Is the dangerous
purchased
automobile
an
man
business
with soft wax.
eason for rattlers, as they have been
driving
started
in
lesson
a
and
after
The stuff I cheap and not dangerhis iheddlng their skins and are partially
ous to human life it it 1 not Inhaled. out by himself. From her window
blind and very mean.
by,
well
saw
whlzs
him
proudly
Crib, granaries, etc., can be cleared wife
speed limit. In a few minup
to
the
by
using
life
Insect
and
animal
of all
utes be came back again and then FLOOD LIFTS COW INTO TREE
it as directed.
again and again.
Finally he shouted to her as he Among Other Freakish Stunts In
Maryland It Steal Barrel of
went by. "Say. Lizzie, telephone to the
PLAN FOR STORING
Vinegar.
garage and find out"
He completed the sentence the next
WINTER
FOR
TUBERS
Frederick, Md. Queer freaks were
"how to stop this darned
round.
thing and tell me the next time I go played by a cloudburst which swept
by."
jver a section ot Frederick county.
Farmer Must Exercise Care in
County Commissioner Frank M. Ste
Dry
Selecting Potatoes
BULL vens of Creagerstown lost two cows.
BY
TWICE
TOSSED
He found one of them In the fork of a
Cellar Is Best Place.
ground.
Man Hits Rafters and 8tarts Up for peach tree seven feet from the
Samuel Qelsbert ot Creagerstown, who
Second
When
Time
the
thought be had taken every movable
It will soon be time to plan for
Rescued.
j
abject from his cellar, lost a barrel of
torin tha winter notatoes. In order
to prevent loss ot potatoes after stor
Pa. Tossed to the rafters vinegar.
Berwick.
age, the farmer must use care in se- of the row stable by an angry bull,
lecting his tubers for storage.
Accident Reveal Hoard.
of Zenith,
R, O. Shaffer, twenty-six- ,
Bunbury, Pa. Missing hi horse,
All potatoes showing signs of rot or narrowly escaped death before being
should
be
handling,
Allen Moore, an Augusta farmer, found
those bruised tn
rescued by his father.
used or sold and not stored. Tbe organ-lam- s
he that he bad fallen Into an abandoned
When the bull turned on him
that cause rot In potatoes attack was taking It to a watering trough he well. A block and tackle operated by
the tubers in the fields, or through landed on the bull' head and after 10 men hauled the animal out, and
wounds when bandied, and this infeo striking tbe rafters was tossed a sec- also an old rusty bucket with a sealed
tion spreads throughout the crop.
ond time. The father then seised the top which had caught In one of the
The tubers should be stored in a dry. rope fastened to the bull's nose and horse's shoes.
cellar. A warm, moist snubbed the rope around a pole, when
When Moore cut the top of the
Miliar la verv favorable to rot. The It turned on him. His son had two backet out rolled a stream of silver
temperature of tbe storage cellar ribs fractured and suffered contused coins of Spanish mintage of a face
should be kept at about 85 Fahrenheit wourds of the body.
value of f.bout f 3,000.
g
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Cagelike Frame at the Center
Viaduct, In Southern France-T- he
Are the Traveling Derrick usee in ouiiamg n
a
hridae remarkable for its height and the length of Its spans
.... r.iir.d
v.. ii.
tha- mvr Sloule In southern France.
IB IUQ r HUCI liauuvi, vuiii
piers stand 305
The track Is 437 feet above the water, while the
i
aoove
tne
rounuaiiona.
343
foet
ground
and
tho
above
feet
478 feet in length, was built out from the piers as two cantilevers to a Junc
tion at the center. Popular Mechanics.
Fade
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ALWAYS SAFETY FIRST
AP

Managements of the Lines Have the
of EmployEfficient
ees in the Work of Preventing Accidents.

Little Hissing Jaunt
A truly alarming thing occurred. As
if resenting tbe violence of Barn's attack, the tank hissed with remarkable
humunnesa and, without further ado,
set off up the street In most shocking
A

IPrraariw!

y.

111

FATALITIES ON RAILROADS
PRECIABLY REDUCED.

sledge.
Preparing Bee for Winter Storage.

"""""f

Fatalities anions: nassengor on the
railroads of the United States, considering the millions carrlod, have fallen
to so low a percentage that the periodical statistical roports from both
state snd corporation authorities, inIf
variably attract general attention.
persons would stay off railroad rights
ot wsy and observe care when approaching grade crossings, and if the
companies would protect their lines
with
with fences, and crossings
bridges, the casualties among those
who are not passengers would also he
reduced annually by many thousands.
The efficiency of American railroad
service has always been admitted In
Europe, but there was a time when
this was offset thore to some extent
by satirical reference to the number
of accidents In this country involving
heavy loss of life. Thoro Is no more
ot this. Railroad travel with us is
as safe as any other form of travel
and safer than some.
"Safotv first" as a nrluciple of oper
ation has become so dooply Ingrained
Into nilroad methods, from president
down to trainman and track walkers,
that s'l other considerations aro held
subordinate to It In the protection of
passenger. A recent report ny one
of tho great eastern linos stated that.
In the preceding year, not a single passenger had been killed, and that there
had been a marked curtailment In accidents ot all kinds.
Now. nlso. the report of the Union
Pacific company for the year that
closed Juno 30 last shows that while
it carried nearly nine million passen
gers, not one was killed on any train.
nor In getting on or off tbe cars,
like this Is due to the training and careful watchfulness of employees, a quality distinctly noticeable
those days evorywhore by all who
travel. The management deserves full
credit for requiring such service on
the part of operatives, nut tne latter are equally to be commended for
nerformance.
If they were not care
ful, and anxious to build up and main
tain the records of their companies in
this regard, the policy of "safety first"
would lose much of its effectiveness.
It is a striking testimonial to the loy
alty and intelligence of tbe railroad
workers of Anerlc.
Maat Northerly Railroad.
Tha trnat northerly railroad In the
world has ita terminus at Narvik, on
tha northwest coast of Norway, lati
tude about 68 V degrees, 130 miles
north ot tho arctic clrcio. This railroad run a eaat. across the narrow part
of Norway, and then southeast through
trtamnavare and Oellivare. which are
th nrinntnal iron ore centers of Swe
den; thence it proceeds southeast to
Lulea. an Important port or tne uun
nnthnla. and connects at Boden with
the railroad to Stockholm. Bone Iron
nt-ia shinned southeast to Lulea and
thence, by sailboats and stesmers to
German ports on the Baltic; but the
Inland port of Lulea, though In latitude
65 H degrees, Is much more obstructed
by ice than the more northerly port of
Narvik, in Norway, which is called
port." Hence, most of
an "Ice-frethis Iron ore moves through Narvik,
whence it Is shipped to both Herman
and Baltlo ports.

DECIDE ON ELECTRIC ENGINES
Managers of Western Railroad Complete Preparations for Installment
of New Machinery.
Several of the biggest electric locomotives in tbe world are being deliv-- '
ercd to the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul. They form the advance
guard of fifty huge electric engine to
be used by the road in operating 440
miles of its transcontinental line between Harlowton, Mont., 4,163 feet
above sea levol, and Avery, Ida., elevation 2.404 feet. They will also climb
tbe Rocky mountain summit, 6,399
feet, and the Bolt mountain summit,
5,700 feet.
Those new electric engine represent something unique In the transportation world. Tbe monsters are
112 feet 8 Inches long.
There I nothing about them to suggest the steam
locomotive which thoy will ultimately
displace In both freight and paasenger
service If the faith ot the designer
I
lustalned. They, taking a Brat
glance, are more like big mall cars
than anything else. The cab extends
for nearly tbe full length of the locomotive. Two men constitute the crew,
though only one Is required to operate
the mechanism. The other Is there for
emergency and to learn bis trade.
The locomotives are gaarod tor passenger service to haul trains of 800
tons at 60 miles an hour. The stretch
of road to be used by the new engines,
covering three mountain ranges, where
grades ot from
thore are
14 to 2 per cent, will bo doubted In
capacity by their use, according to the
englneors. The railroad company ex
pects to achieve the same result
though it had double tracked its Until
over the mountain divisions. It Is be
lieved that the road will get back the
cost of electrification, about 115,000.-000- ,
In five years, or at the rate of 20
per cent per annum.

a,
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THE SURPRISE SIGNALS

Railroads' Methods cf Testing Wheth
er Men of Responsibility Keep a
Proper Lookout.
To train locomotive engineers so
that they will not fall to see signals,
some roads constantly use test or sur
prise signals.
Signals are flashed whlcV compel
the engineer to slow up or to 'stop
without any reason. If the engineer
fails to see the signal he
told at
tbe end ot bis trip that at a certain
point and a certain momont of his
run be failed to obey a signal Thus
admonished, he Is made more alert.
The training Is continued until It becomes practically Impossible for the
englnoer to pass signals without heed
ing them.
Such testing I regarded by many
railroad men a a necessity.
Tbe device consist of a aerie of
concentric rings, made of metal and
coverod with the usual mirror silver
ing. It Is placed In the headlight back
of tbe glass, bolng protected from dirt
and dust Popular Science Monthly
and World's Advance.
1

Bravery In the Railroad Mall.
In the railroad wreck at W eaters
Springe tbe ateel mail car was unharmed and the mail clerks In It were
not soriously Injured.
Before the
great derricks came to clear the track
the car stood with Its forward trucks
on top of sn overturned freight car.
In this tilted and disordered railway
post office the clerks held fast to their
work ot distributing the mall and arranging It for transfer to another
train. The shock ot the accident, their
own physical bruise and nervous exhaustion did not keep them from sticking to the trust scknowledged by every
War Increases Rsil Wrecks.
The London board of trade figures man who bandies the United 8tates
for a year, not including the most re mail. Tbey were brave fellows, true
cent railroad disaster, in which nearly to the traditions of the service to
belong. It probably wja
three hundred persons lost their lives, which theyday's
work with them, bit'
ahnw that on the 23.700 miles ot ran all in the
road in tho United Kingdom during they ought to be publicly commended
the year covered by the report 125 for "gallantry in action." Chicago
passengers were killed, while 3.440 Journal.
were Injured. Of railroad employees
Stephenson'
Engine Still In Use.
42R wore killed In this period and &,
One ot George Stephenson' first
This is a vastly worse
085 injured.
is still in operation at Hetton
ahowins than ever before, a fact due
perhaps, to the change tn employees colliery in England, where it was first
put into use and where it has been
and schedules because ot tne war.
in constant service since 1822, the
year in which It was built. Although
Molaaeee Stopped Train.
A nassentnr train from New Tork the English government hss offered
city was stuck tor two hours on a mo- - to purchase It for preservation In one
laaaaa-eoatetrack in the mountains. ot the museums, tbe owners, says St.
A freight train ahead had spilled the Nicholas, desire to keep It in operaatlpkv atuff. and Knxlceer McAloon tion until Its wonderful career has
mark and
had to call Scranton, Pa., for help be passed the hundred-yea- r
thus rounded out a full century.
fore he could get his train througn.
a
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sharp metallic (.ruck as a
MISS THEODORA BOOTH
shrapnel burst Just ovo our beads.
BLOW
In Glare of Srirehlights.
"Presently we arrived In tbe vicinity
of the atranded submarine,
by this
BOAT TO SAVE
time eight searchlights were trained
on our bout, and we were being II red
on from six directions. Tbe noise of
the guns and tbe splashes In
waIT FROM TURK ter and the powerful beams the
of the
searchlights must have made an effective scene. Parsonally, however, I had
not much tlnu to consider the artistic
Two Picket Boat Crews of British side of it, a I was steaming xlgzag
courses to puxzle the gunners, graduSailors Daringly Destroy
ally getting near to the place wbere
we thought
was. The Majestie s
Stranded Submarine.
boat bad been fired on, but not to such
an extent, as we, being the leading
boat, received at first most of tbe
MAKES A THRILLING STORY enemy's attention.
"We saw a dark mass which we
thought must be the submarine (there
Admiral Calls for Volunteer to Go on was no searchlight on It, so we could
not make sure), and the order was
Perilous Undertaking In Dead of
given to Are one torpedo, which wo
Night Searchlights and Enedid, but as we heard no explosion con
my Shells Play About the
cluded we bad missed.
Nervy Crews.
"The current was very strong and
like a whirlpool In Kepbes bay,
rather
London. An extremely interestln so
steering was very dlfllcult, and It
account of tbe destruction of tbe Brit was
an effort to keep one's bead with
ish submarine
In tbe Dardanelles
tbe noise of guns all rouud us and the
to prevent ber from fulling Into tbe dazxle
of the searchlights.
bands of tbe Turks Is given by one of
tbe men who took part In the exploit and We steamed up a short distance
turned round Intending to closo
It will be recalled that tbe
went
up tbe Dardanelles at daylight on again and Are our other torpedo, but
suddenly saw the Majesties boat in
April 17 In an attempt to torpedo
trouble and the crew calling for help.
Turkish ship at the Narrows.
Tbe It appeared
that coming up behind us,
Miss Booth Is the daughter of
boat ran ashore In Kcpbex bay a few
Booth, founder of the Volunmiles west of Cbanak, ou the Afflatlo and while the searchlights were focused on us one of tbe beams passed teers of America, and granddaughter
sbore.
us and shone right on
and the of the late William Booth, founder of
Tbe accident to the
was dis Majestlc's boat waa luckily only 2U0 tbe
Salvation Army. Miss Booth has
covered by tbe brother of the subma- yards away
Im bad success for three years with un
and saw It.
rlne's captain, who went up as an ob- mediately fired one torpedo,Godwin
which did fortunate men and women through
server in an aeroplane to watch 'he not strike the object
At tbat mo- the Volunteers of America in the con
dash of tbe small craft commanded by ment his boat
i i
was struck by a shell gosted portion of New York.
L
his brother. It was be who reported undor
water line aft and com
the
to tbe admiral commanding the Brit
g
menced to take in water rapidly. He
aigcsxion-aiuinIsh fleet that the conning tower of gallantly
When we got alongside her and asked
turned his boat toward
1 5T"3
the frail boat was closed and that
again, steamed In a bit and fired bis for a doctor he found that the wounded
longest-lastin- g,
Turkish destroyer was standing by second torpedo,
wbich caught
Just man was dead. Tbe commander of the
evidently planning to begin salvage In
navy
Majestic,
touch,
old
with the true
rsj
front of tbe conning tower and on
operations.
tbe forward whaleback of tbe bull, instead of congratulating us all on tbe
peo
Extracts from the story, printed In making a fine explosion. 1 consider success of the expedition and hia
mumm
Blackwood's Magaxlne. follow:
tbia was a very brave deed, as Godwin ple on their lives being saved, only
"Tbe conning tower and a little of knew he was In imminent danger of asked them If they bad saved any of
the wbaleback were, showing above sinking, but ran in again to have a the boat's gear!
water. Submarine 130 went up, but secoad shot.
"Having put tbe party on beard, and
could not do anything, as tbe current
the dead man, we shoved off and tried
Wounded Msn Overlooked.
was so strong. She II red one torpedo,
to find the Triumph, whicb was about
(HERE IS A SAMPLE VERSE)
When we saw them their stern three miles away. At night time In
5 wk
but could not see If she hit That
i
wore
sheets
awash
and
If
looked
It
as
night two destroyers went up tbe
war, vvhen all lights are out and deadI I
aT
I
CiglUJlgw
they
might
have
to
It.
We
swim
for
They got fairly
lights down, it is hard to see even a
strrit to attack
go
maneuvered
alongside,
tbe
to
boat
I
near ber, but saw nothing to lire at.
big ship. However, we found tbe Tri
but the current was terrible and it umph and arrived alongside at 3:10
"Volunteer Crews Only."
f l
made the handling a very dlfllcult ma'.'
"As
last resort tbe admiral sent ter. Tbe enemy saw the disaster and a. m., having had an exciting time and
extremely
adventure.
an
Interesting
the following: 'Two picket boats from redoubled their efforts. Tbe sea all
Triumph and Majestic are to attack round us was a mass of splashes from After hoisting my boat, In I went and
tonight with torpedoei fitted to projectiles, some of them 15 to 20 reel reported myself to tbe captain on tbe
dropping guar. Lieutenant commander high, while the water whore tbe shrap bridge, who was very nice about It all
and also said be bad not expected to
E. G. Robinson of Vengeance will be nel burst was pitted
as if by heavy
I 'll
ri'"
J
In charge of operations.
Only volun- rain. How It was we were not bit 1 see us again.
"Lieutenant Commundor Robinson
er crews to be sent." This otllcer cannot say ono would Imagino it was
was In charge of the operations and In
Was ordered to take charge, as bis mposslble to come out
of such an In
ship had been on patrol at the time ferno. Ail 1 can say Is that Ood pre my boat, and I carried on under lilui,
!
struck, and be knew exactly served us and not a shot actually hit, To him the greatest credit is due, and
"tJ- -f
I am glad to say he has been promoted
where sbe was.
though we were one and all wet with
"WMGLEY'S"-t- hQ
"You can Imagine the order rather tbe splashes. After some difficulty we to commander for his gtfiantry disoc1
1
1
ii. .
astonished us, as It was ulnioBt certain got alongside the Majestlc's boat and played on this and several previous
death to take smnll steamboats right they Jumped on board. We were very casions."
up under the enemy's guns, and into delighted to hoar that they hud been
water every inch of which wbh cov successful and had done tho Job of tor- CELL KEY DID THE TRICK
ered by powerful searchlights.
WM. WRIGLEY
pedoing
CO.
"At 6 p. m. we hoisted out our picket
As we steamed round again pre Escaping
at St. Louis
Prisoner
Bldg.,
Chloago
Kotncf
1404
boat and fitted the dropping gear. We paratory to heading out we saw a niuu
J gT"'j5a
Police Station Thought
X 4
also placed a Maxim gun In the bow.
Was a Gun,
rawllng out of the other boat's storn
rifles and ammunition and a life belt sheets. He had been forgotten In the
for each man. I was ordered to cut hurry of the moment. It looked llkj
St. Louis, Mo. Using t tin spoon
down the crew to the smallest possible suicide to go back, but of course wo ami a shoestring to open the door of
number. Many men wanted to go, but I could not leave him there, so maneuv- his cell in police headquarters, J. J.
Mettled on two seamen gunners for tho ered close again and shouftl to him to llartwell, bandit suspect wanted iu
Maxim, four seaman torpedo men (two get into the water and swim toward Butte, Mont., was subdued by a guard
Quite Right.
She Knew.
each side), one leading stoker, two us, which ho did, and we hauled him using a brass key as a pistol and put
Olive, four years old, went for a
"What do you understand by the
ntokors and a torpedo petty officer to into the boat unconscious.
Godwin, back into his cell.
act as coxswain. Bo altogether we who lookod after him, had him put
Hartwcll had picked the St. Louis phrase 'a liberal education?' " asked wulk with her futher one June morns4
had one officer (myself) and ten men, down tho forepcak and It was found lock and opened the door and was the professor when the freshman class ing. Hearing a bird singing by the
roadside, sl.e stopped to admire his
also Lieutenant Commander Robinson, that his legs had been crushed through about to make for a rear window In economics bad assembled.
coat.
who was in command of both boats, tbe explosion of the shell which struck when he was captured by Parker
"When the governor comes through beautiful
"Ob, papa!" she exclaimed, "see this
and Midshipman Woolley, also from the boat, lie was the only man in the Thompson.
with plenty of spending money," rebobolink!"
plied the first youth called upon.
the Vengeance.
As Hartwell left tbe cell Thompson
stern sheets and In the dark they
OliMn Tw Kiaw
"How do you know It's a bobolink?''
"While It was still light the captain overlooked him when It cam 3 to aban- pounced upon him, pointing bis big
5 Pamngir, Gray ft
asked ber father.
kept about three miles outside the en doning their boat.
brass key at tbe prisoner and order
In the Swim.
"'Cause I 'atlnctly beard It bob- Davli,Eleolrlo Lights L
trance, with our boats on the side of
"Tour daughter Is studying art, 1
f
The enemy evidently thought that ing him to bold up hia bands. Tho
ble," wss the reply.
tbe ship away from tbe shore, so that there were men still on the sinking prisoner thought he was "covered" hear. Is she making any progress?"
and
Starter,
F.
UN.
the enemy, even with powerful glasses, boat as they kept their searchlight with a revolver and raised his hands.
"Oh, yes. She has been Invited to
Greatest bill climtr; S to SO mlla on 1 Me
Long Known.
could not have any Idea of what was on her and concentrated a heavy
10.0U) bUm on ou
m
the annual frolic of the illustrators
KmiIIu.flpeedom
tire
Kj
said
tbe
"Father."
sun,
tr, on n mohair Mm,una
minister's
going on.
in
Hen
Hstch.
a
and has
bid to the Art Students'
also. They must have wasted a few
In. wbaal baM, ajiSlf Iwh tlrrn, mlrtlMM
"my teacher says tbat 'collect and
Cottage Grove, Ore. A hen aet here league 'ostume party."
hundred rounds. This enabled us to
Weather Was Tee Pint.
Kmida. MKTZ Dl.iribuior. for Colorado
'congregate' mean the same thing. Do
"At 6 p. m. the weather looked very steal away quietly, and, as there was completed her hatch 600 miles away.
they?"
The Colorado
Cartercar. Co.
t
One Year More.
,
(or even more) cur- When Bert Nokea prepared to move
suitable overcast, with a slight bate about
nn
"Perhaps they do, my son." said the
ueavar, weleraM
i
"My but Percy has grown to be a
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Its Nature.
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Delicious, wholesome, beneficial, appeilto
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most helpful and
The
pleasant goody possible to buy.
Have you seen " Wrigleifs Mother Goose, intro

ducing the Sprightly Spearmen"
jingle book 28 pages in colors?

newest

As I was going to Saint Ives
I met a man with seven wives
Each wife had a fine, clear skin,
All were fat not one was thin,
And. each had a dimple in her chin;
What caused it? WRIGLETS!
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The "Wrigley Spearmen" want you
to see all their quaint antics in this
Write for it today and
book free
always ask for
gum
m me seaiea pacKage wrapped in
United Profit Sharing Coupons.
JR.
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Phone 72.
went out to the breaks in the sheriff at Farwell during the
latters car the first of the week construction work on the Lub
for a quail hunt. Just how they bock Cut-offared in the snow storm on
if he
The poor editor is
Thanksgiving day, we have not
does and is cussed if he don't.
learned.
The other day a Missouri widow
J. T. Stout one of the success- I mded a jaw breaker on the unat ta
ful farmers of the Hollene neigh- suspicious editor because in comborhood was in town Thursday menting upon the death of her
after supplies. Mr. Stout, who husband he stated that he had
has planted wheat this fall says gone to a happier home. The
there is a large acreage in wheat widow took it as a reflection on
in the Hollene district and that his earthly home
life and gave
For the benefit of Sacred Heart it is looking fine.
editor to

Enterprise Echoes

Cap. Blumlein,

f.

cjed

Meet Your Friends

Bazaar and Parcel
Post Social

the

Church. Saturday. December 4.
Lunch
at Elks' Auditorium.
Bishop Howden has arranged
served from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m. for a special Preaching Mission,
Oyster supper 25c. Dancing:, at
beginning with this Sunday, in
6c a dance, throughout the
which Rev. E. N. Bullock of
Albuquerque, will assist the
pastor, Rev. D. A. Sanford.
Services daily at 3 p. m. and
7:15 p. m, Everybody cordially
invited.
LAND LAWYER
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Burnham
will leave tomorrow for their old
If you expect difficulty
home in Virginia, where they
in making proof, let me
will bury their two children who
help ynu. Contest work
were burned to death in the
evening.
blaze Thanksgiving
a specialty. Tw t years
Mrs. Burnham was severely
Register of U. S. Land
burned about the face and back
Office.
Eight years exof head while attempting to
perience as U. S. Comrescue her children.
missioner.
The farmer's hair may be
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO bushy, his skin bronzed, but his
eyes are clear, his digestion is
like that of a
mule,
his conscience is like the
We buy and sell
Second-Hanether above his head and his
bank account as fat as his favorite ehoat. He is the most independent creature that wears
the garb of civilized man. Dem-inAND

understand that his

home life was as happy us could
be and that she didn't want him

to be casting any insinuations.
The poor editor thought he was
saying something nice about the
dear departed, when in fact he
was Baying the wrong thing.
He should have said, "we hope
he will be as happy in his
heavenly home as he was in his
earthly abode, and we feel that
he will be if his surroundings are
any ways as pleasant." That
home will evidently miss him,
no one can take his place for a
year any way. Ex.

Arthur E. Curren

The automobile
Clovis

to IVirtales

road
will

from
soon be

completed
Mrs. Ed Homan made up
money and bought Aunt Mao
an oil heater and twenty five
gallons of oil. Aunt Mary is
proud of the stove and wishes
to thank all those who contribut-

ed.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Zwissler and
Miss Agnes called on Mrs. Dun-la- p

II

Mrs. L. C. Finwic called on
Mrs. Carnihan Tuesday.
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House Furnishings

Headlight

Phone

38.

Night Phone

Day

IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM

OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR
are extended to everyone.

R

We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

Osteopathy is a remedy or system of healing that it applicable
to all the ailments of humanity
whether they be due to disease
or accident. Osteopathy is both
Medicine and Surgery.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Get Christmas Goods Here

SHOPPER

..CHRISTMA

1NSTITU-TIO-

Come In

FIRST GALL FOR THE

Get Christmas Goods Here

LMmmi
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L C. Mersf elder, former
County School Superintendent
of Curry county, was here Tuesday in the interest of the Kansas
City Life Insurance Company,
for which he is workiag. House
News.

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

Charles P. Dycus special officer for the Maxwell grant, who
ad take orders for suits. Call is now located at Gardiner in the
Main and Res a northern part
tt 103 Southbargain.
of the state, was in
the eity Monday shaking hands
V. B. WILSON
with his many friends. Mr. Dv.

III

Phone 27

-

west Grand Avenue,

afternoon.

t--

CLOTHING

Cleanliness, Freshness, Purity
OUR HOBBY
Give Us a Call

Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Houston visited with
Mrs. Carnihan Tuesday.
J. X. Dunlap went to Kansas
City Thursday with a carload of
cattle.
Rev. Webb and family, of
Locust Grove took dinner at the
Woodward home Sunday.
Miss Grace Lewis is staying
with Mrs. Dunlap this week.
Mrs. Albert Walker visited
with Mrs. Holden Thursday

The new Mission Garnge is
now open and doing a thriving
business in the buildings formerly occupied by the Mersfelder
If you want good servicable stables, which have been reshoes thai fit, wear and please modeled and rearranged with
oms
sufficient stornge
you, get them at Weidman's
f
many cats. They ar equipped
shop and rainy
List your property, land or with a machine
mechanical appliances and more
livestock with W. L. Mansfield,
to follow. The propri tor is D.
W. King, of Tucumcari.

three-year-ol- d

STAR MEAT MARKET

oea

Don't put off your Christmas shopping until the last few days. Shop early while our stock is complete. It
is so much easier to get what you want than to wait until our stock has been picked over, and the scarcity
of merchandise will make it harder for the last shopper, to find what she wants.
Christmas Handkerchiefs
For Women

For Children

All LINEN. Hand Embroidered
Handkerchiefs, three in box, at
$1.00

ored borders, packed three in a
box. The box
50c

All LINEN. Hand Embroidered
Handkerchiefs, each
25c

hand em.br id rod handkerchiefs, both v.htf and colored embriideiy. 35. 50 rti.d 75c
Swis.

Initial handkerchiefs

with

Initial handkerchiefs
bdth white and colored
ch

col-

for men.

letters,
...25c

Mens hoxod handkerchiefs, two
ana t hi n; in box, ai
... 25c

Bath Robes
We are showing some exceptionally good values
in bath robes for ladies
and men. Ladies robes in
light and dark, patterns,
at $2.50 to $4.00
Mens robes $2.00 to $5.00

Ladies Coats

Wool Blankets

Black plush cyats in the belt
effects and fur collars, also

Gray or tan, size (6x80 wool and
cotton mixed at

line of plain black plush at
$18.75 to $25.00

$4.00

Black coats in plain thibet
and pale fabrics at $3.50 to

G'mmI

heavy

,

$12.75
Complete line of fancy coats
priced at 6.73 to $25.00

wool

blankets, pray,

Ian and white,
7i!x.S0, fictra
value 1'or the nmr.nv

$5.00 and $u.00

Nice white wool blanket?,
Kood

quality

extra

$8.5!?

J

i

Matched Sets for Men
We are showing a complete line of mens
tie and hose sets, suspenders and several
other different match sets for men

Kimonas
Silk

pretty deigns at from
$3.50 to $9-7-

kimonos

in

5

Crepe Kimonas in a beautiful
ors, priced at

$1.25 to $2.50

line of

col-

Infants White Coats
Infants white coats, both Ion.';
and short, in pique an,d serge,
full lined. Priced at

$1.50 up to $2.50

i

Baby Blankets
Ome in pink, light bin and
white, with all the dilTerent
kiddie designs. Priced at
50c up to $1.00

Do Your Christmas

Do Your Christmas

Shopping Early

Shopping Early

r
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